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Struggle

Private Enterprise

MELVIN D. BARGER

IN THE PAST FEW YEARS, there
have been several rescue efforts by
prominent business executives to
"save the private enterprise sys
tem." It is becoming obvious to
many business leaders that com"
plete government control of the
business system lies dead ahead
unless something is done to change
the present trend. Elisha Gray II,
the highly respected former chief
of Whirlpool Corporation, stated
that in his opinion "the American
elector'ate will largely dismantle
the free-enterprise system in the
next 10 years if we businessmen
continue to stand mute." Other
prominent executives have voiced
similar fears.

But what can be done to save
private enterprise? If businessmen
decide to' speak out and .. to act,

Mr. Barger is a corporate public relations ex
ecutive and writer in Toledo, Ohio. '.

what should they be saying and
doing? Is there any specific pro
gr'am or organizational effort that
will stem the tide of government
interventionism that now threat
ens almost every business activ
ity? Is there anywhere a leader
ship or set of ideas that will do
the job that needs to be done?
Who has the answer?

So far, nobody has effectively
answered these questions. But one
thing should be clear to anyone
who has studied the growth of in
terventionism in the past few
years. Business leaders are not
necessarily effective spokesmen
for the private enterprise system.
Most of them, not surprisingly, ex
press themselves very well when
talking about their own companies,
products, and markets. Only a few
have the ability to talk about the
general problem .of intervention-
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ism without sounding naive or
self-serving. The several current
attempts to rescue private enter
prise are well-intentioned, but it
will be a major miracle if the rush
toward government control is
slowed, let alone stopped.

There are a number of reasons
why most business leaders tend to
lose out when they try to defend
private enterprise. Here are some
of them:

An Inconsistent Viewpoint - A
surprisingly large number of busi
ness leaders praise the free enter
prise or private enterprise system,
but seek out government protec
tions and subsidies for their own
businesses and industries. In so
doing, they are accepting the prin
ciple of interventionism. It is true
that they have plausible explan~
tions for seeking and demanding
favors from the government, and
usually have community or share
holder support in doing so. But it
is impossible to be an advocate of
subsidies for one's own business
without destroying a part of the
market system. It is 'also true that
protectionist actions and subsidies
breed more of the same. If one
business or industry receives gov
ernment favors, it is a signal for
other businesses to seek the same
kinds of supposed benefits. Busi
nessmen who are already enjoying
government benefits, but deplore

the rush towards statism, are in
effect say:ing that they like the
government gravy train but want
to exclude others from equal par
ticipation with themselves.

There is also another type of in
consistency expressed by the busi
nessman who wants to see indus
tries other than his own placed
under strict regimentation. It's
not unusual to hear an otherwise
knowledgeable business executive
inveigh against the alleged greed
of oil companies or public utilities
and declare, when tighter controls
are placed on such organzations,
"They brought it on themselves.
I'm glad to see them get what's
coming to them. I don't like gov
ernment control, but in this case
it wa.s their own fault. I hope they
get it in the neck!"

"Do We Deserve Freedom?"
Somewhat like the "they-brought
it-on-themselves" syndrome is the
widespread belief among business
men that they are being regi
mented only because business has
been dishonest or has performed
poorly in meeting consumer and
public needs. This is widely ac
cepted, and some industries have
launched seemingly worthy efforts
to "drive the deadbe'ats and fast
operators out of business." There
seems to be a hope that if business
will only perform "as it should,"
then the government will end its
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interventionisms and turn to other
matters.

Without defending bad business
practices, one can easily predict
that it's going to be almost impos
sible for Americ·an business to per
form much above its present levels,
or at least so as to satisfy its
critics. In every business, there
are good reasons why things are
done ,as they are and why certain
limitations exist. Usually, most of
these problems are associated with
cost restrictions.

A number of businesses and in
dustries have attempted to explain
their activities in public advertis
ing. In some cases, this has back
fired, and businessmen have been
accused of trying to "whitewash
the same old activities" without
showing commendable improve
ment or change. The critics always
seem to be one step ahead of busi
nessmen, and are always sure to
have a new argum'ent or criticism
when previous criticisms no longer
apply or have been outmoded by
change.

"Business Leaders Fail in a Po
litical Environment."- Most of the
attacks on business are threats
only because they eventually end
up as legislation ·and controls. In
other words, consumerism and
most of the other antibusiness
movements feared by businessmen
are really political movements. It

is very doubtful, for example, that
the writings and pronouncements
of consumerists could harm a com
pany's sales without government
intervention at som'e point in the
process. (It is true that Mr. Ralph
Nader was credited with the de
mise of the G.M. Corvair; how
ever, this was an exceptional case
and there is some belief that ordi
nary market forces also helped
destroy this automobile).

But the game changes radically
once the controversy moves to
Washington. Here, businessmen
are really fish out of water, de
spite the publicity about lavish
pay-outs to political c,ampaigns
and other business involvement in
politics. The businesman may try
to obtain influence in Washington,
but he is usually ill-suited to this
role. For th~t matter, businessmen
do not really function effectively
when they move to Washington to
serve as government officials. The
business game and the politic,al
game are two separate arenas of
activity, and often the business
man's drive and need to get things
done turn out to be lia'bilities in
his dealings with political repre
sentatives.

The businessm,an is an expert
in winning public acceptance of
his own products, but he is far
less skilled than the professional
politician in personally winning
the public's approval and support
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or in dealing with political peo
ple. As an article in the Fall 1972
Harvard Business Review put it,
"Most corporate executives . are
accustomed to giving orders and
having them carried out without
question. The act of influencing
politicians is °a mystery to the:m.
. ~ . The unaccustomed necessity
of cajoling and persuading a large
number of strong-willed and di
verse men can prove to be a time
consuming. and humbling exer
cise."

But jf· the businessman is polit
ically inept, the same cannot be
said of his opponents. For the
most par,t, consumerists and other
business critics seem to have an
almost natural instinct for .influ
encing government. Either they
know how to make their presence
felt, or they have l'earned how to
intimidate Congressmen and ap
pointed officials. It is a political
fact that a few well-organized
groups of college students have
been able to hitch-hike to Wash
ington with nothing ·more than
their· sleeping bags and some peti
tions, and mak'e more of an impact
than some of the na,tion's top
corporations.

"Too Much Reliance on Ration
al Arguments." - Again and
again, businessmen have tried to
defend the American business sys
tem by demonstrating how well· it

has performed when measured
against almost any other system· in
the world. There is still a persist
ent belief among business,men that
they have failed to tell this story
well, and that this failure is the
only reason that priva1te enterprise
is now under such bitt'er attacks.

Actually, theaccomplishments
of American business are well
known to almost everybody. If
faith in t'heeffectiveness of pri
vate business and industry ever
wavered, it was probably during
the Fall of 1957 when itt appeared
that the Soviet Union had sur
passed the U.S. technologically by
launching Sputnik; and this disen
chantment lasted only briefly. If
anything, American business has
oversold its capability. Business
men may appear bewildered and
angry over the growing list of de
m·ands that they solve every hu
man problem, but corporations
have long boasted of their achieve
ments. It is not surprising that
some misguided people now think
that m'ajor corporations cando
many other. jobs just as efficiently
as they produced aut'Omaticdish
washers and color television sets.

"Businessmen are Trapped in
the Profit Argument." - One of
the favorite topics for executive
speeches is "the· importance of
profits," although many of· these
speeches are given before groups
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that already ,agree with the
speaker. The business executive is
understandably w·orried about
profits, becaus'e his own perform
ance is measured by his ability to
produce .good earnings consist
ently. He 'also knows that a busi
ness can be undermined and de
stroyed .by two or three years of
losses. At the same time, it is only
a firm's earnings that generate
funds to expand business.

Unfortunately, "importance of
profit" speeches apparently do
little more than reinforce critics'
heliefs that businessmen put
profits ahelad of everything else.
The public continues to hold a
number of false views about busi
ness problems in spit'e of the fact
that· business executives and busi
ness organizations have been de
fending the importance of profits
in speeches up and down the land.

Perhaps all this emphasis makes
it appear that the businessman in
vented profits and is the only per
son who really has an intereslt in
maintaining profits. But this is
not really true. The professional
manager seeks profits out of nec
essity, but he would often be just
as pleased if his performance could
be measured in some way other
than by the earnings test.· Almost
any business manager would often
feel relieved. if he could prepare
the type of annual report used by
government agencies --. lots of gen-

eralities but no specifics that can
show year-by-year gains or set
backs.

Everybody's Struggle

The point of all this is not that
business executives are always
inept and hypocritical in their
struggles to save free enterprise.
They are,. however, taking on a
responsibility that should be
shared by others, including the
employees and customers. of busi
ness firms. If the so-called free en
terprise systetn is to be defended
only by a few overworked business
executives, then i.t is prohably al
ready on the threshold of doom.

How much better it would be if
large numbers of people began to
understand that private property
and the free market system must
be defended on moral grounds.
Study most interventions, and they
soon turn out 'to be carefully dis
guised schemes for the forcible
transfer of resources from one
group to another. This would be
denounced as thievery if pressure
groups went directly to certain
other groups and seized the .funds
and other property that :they are
often. able to obtain by means of
su'bsidies and laws giving them
special privileges. But such actions
have become part of the very
fabric of· our economy, and almos t
everybody has become dependent
on subsidies and similar interven-
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tions in his own business. Hence,
few people are able or willing to
be critics of all interventions;
most people, it turns out, criticize
only ·the interventions that they
consider to be improper or exces
sive. Such arguments can never be
very effective. Interventions of any
kind are always shaped by political
needs, and it is a useless exercise
to criticize certain inteventions
while upholding certain others.

What 'about the frequently heard
statement that certain business
groups "brought control on them
selves?" The principle to be de
fended here is that regulations
and controls are actually prior re
straints that do violence to per
sonal freedom and to individual
rights. It is just as wrong to im
pose regulation on businesses, be
cause of their alleged shortcom
ings, as it would be to regulate
newspapers because some of them
print trash, or to control churches
because some cults believe in
handling snakes.

At one time, the arrogant and
high-handed ,attempts of govern
ment bureaucrats to intervene i.n
ordinary business activities would
have been viewed as ,a threat to
everybody's rights and property.
Americans, many with hitter mem
ories of oppressions under various
European monarchies, were dis
trustful of government power and
seemed to have an intuitive grasp

of the need for limited govern
ment.

But this early and beneficial dis
trust of government apparently
gave way to a belief that cer
tain businesses were so dominated
by rogues and monopolists that
only regulation could "protect" the
public. Regulation of the railroads
was followed by similar regula
tions of all types of business, until
now many organizations are con
trolled by several government
agencies that are often at odds
with one another. In practice, gov
ernment regulation is turning out
to be a costly nightmare, and even
the advocates of regulation will
admit that it is usually bureau
cratic and clumsy. But few people
are willing to insist that regula
tion is morally wrong and ought
to be abolished. Instead, more
arguments - particularly those by
the businessman who must oper
ate under regulation - really turn
out to be ·attempts to force the reg
ula.tors to be reasonable and effi
cient.

The Market Allows Free Choice

The most serious error busi
nessmen make in defending pri
vate enterprise is in failing to
demonstrate that free choice is
possible only where there is a free
market place. Here again, the case
for the free market has a good
moral foundation. The business-
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man, unless he is a monopolist by
government edict or is engaging
in fraud, can survive only if he
can profitably produce the goods
and services that the customer
freely chooses in the market place.
The free choice of the customer
is all-important. If the customer
is not to have free choice in spend
ing his money, then his claim to
his own property has been diluted
to a certain extent and at least
some of his property has been
transferred to others without his
open consent.

The customer would try to re
sist attacks on his property by
pickpockets and hold-up men; he
rightly recognizes such actions as
being dishonest and immoral, and
he can usually count on others to
uphold his right to resist such at
tacks. But he has not seen that it
is also immoral and fraudulent
when his free choice to spend his
money has been taken away by gov
ernment action. He does not real-

Let the Market Function

ize that governments are destroy
ing his freedom and committing
wrong acts when they silently con
fiscate much of his income and
establish rigid laws to govern how
his remaining income shall be
spent.

In today's world, it is virtually
impossible to find a prominent
business executive who is willing
to state that private enterprise
has a moral foundation that never
can be established in a socialist
society. We are surrounded by
topsy-turvy thinking, and it is
often the socialist - the interven
tionist - who confidently believes
that he has morality on his' side.
Sadly, many businessmen often
believe that the interventionist is
on the right side too, but they still
insist that they deserve a place in
the sun because they are efficient
or supply useful goods and ser
vices, and employ people. Small
wonder that the interventionist
usually wins. ,

IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

COMPARE the accomplishments of the federal urban renewal

program, guided by the visible hand of the urban experts, with

the accomplishments of the plans of private individuals, guided

by the invisible hand of the free market place. If this is what can
be accomplished by a relatively free housing market, the rational

course of action is to allow it to function, not to attack and fight
it.

MARTIN ANDERSON, The Federal Bulldozer



WHEN, in his theory of natural
law, John Locke suggested that a
man is entitled to such land as he
can "redeem from the state of
nature," our forefathers under
stood what he meant. Each plot
which they wished to farm had to
be reclaimed from the piney
woods, native brush, or bogs,
filled with the hazards of wild
beasts or hostile Indians. Even
today, in tropical climes, the plan
tation operator recognizes the
jungle as an enemy, constantly
poised to swallow up his fields,
while its animals stand ready to
destroy his crops. These people
have known, as indeed farmers
everywhere still know, that nature
is an adversary· w,9rthy of con-

Mr. LaDow, of San Diego, recently retired as
a teacher of social studies in high school.
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CHARLES R. LADow

Friend orFoe?

stant vigilance. That is reason
enough to respect Jefferson's opin
ion that representative govern
ment is only safe when farmers
hold a balance of power.

Now that over 70 per cent of
our population live and work in
cities, we are entertained with a
different logic; or should we say
propaganda? A TV ad warns us
that "It's not nice to fool Mother
Nature." Some of the most attrac
tive programing, in that medium,
narrated by its more popular and
impelling voices, shows us the
beauties of the wild while ex
pounding upon the marvelous "bal
ance of nature," into which man
intrudes in a manner which we
are led to believe is totally inex
cusable.

The raw realities of nature are
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now so remote to most of us that
apparently the credibility of this
message is not widely questioned.
Having worn out our attention
concerning the "War on Poverty,"
and lost the subject of the Viet
nam War, those who presume to
tailor public opinion have found a
substitute in ecology. Voting rec
ords in, and out of, our legisla
tures indicate that they have had
recent success.

DDT, which has saved millions
of human lives and helped us to
develop an agricultural production
unprecedented in history, is
banned - largely on 'circumstantial
evidence - in favor of untried sub
stitutes. Construction has been
brought to a near standstill by the
demands of new committees with
"environmental" requirements.
Dredging of harbors is endlessly
delayed, when not prohibited, due
to official concern over the "food
chain" of wildlife - a concern so
belated, in any case, as to be al
most comical, if it were not tragic
in its lack of proportion. The
oceans still teem with life and
most of the world's coastlines are
still primitively pristine. Ameri
cans simply prefer beef, lamb, and
pork and are relatively careless of
their own fisheries. Changing
tastes by law isa wasteful task.

But the most deadly impact of
environmentalism has been upon
the automobile industry, which is

the hub of our entire industrial
economy. This is not to suggest
that nothing should be done about
exhaust pollution; but it is to say
that the matter has been ap
proached with a celerity and lack
of intelligence which boggles the
understanding. There has been
little recourse to Pericles' princi
ple : "We think before we act."

The Situation Which Prevails

Just what is the "balance of
nature," anyway? It is nothing
more than the situation which, pre
vails in any given area at any
given instant. An 'earthquake, vol
canic eruption, tidal wave, flood,
windstorm, rain, disease, or
drought can drastically alter, or
even eliminate it, at a moment's
notice. Nor can we assume that the
other animals are· more assiduous
than we in maintaining a balance
in nature. That most of them do
not kill for fun is a matter of in
dolence, or prudence, rather than
wisdom or foresight. Killing is
work and dangerous too.

Left to themselves wild animals
will also overgraze, or overkill,
and run themselves out of food
when their numbers grow too large.
Lemmings are not the only ones to
have practiced suicidal imbalance.
Man is very likely the only animal
with a wild enough imagination to
see balance in the total scene.
When we 'look at the fossil record
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and see how many species have
vanished, what delusions of gran
deur can drive us to dream that
we can save "endangered species,"
other than in a zoo?

One would think it unnecessary
to point out that this effort is not
intended to decry conservation or
any efforts, reasonably pursued,
to protect or improve the environ
ment. However, the fashionable
lunatic fringe of environmentalism
has simply become a vehicle for
further erosion of the free market,
private property, and this best
stand of human liberty on earth.
Theirs is no eff'ort to deter us from
lamentable wastefulness. It is an
attempt to dominate our free so
society - one more wedge of so
cialism. Not content with punish
ing our ill-doing, these illiberal
extremists would "make us be
good." This is not conservation. It
is more like revolution - by brain
washing.

The study of nature is, of
course, man's most pressing task,
upon which ou~ survival depends.
Nature includes all things, living,
dead, or inanimate, including man
himself. There is nothing else
then, Ibut nature, to study; so let
us not 'be accused of belittling such
study or of being "unscientific."
The trouble is that too many scien
tists are being unscientific,-in pre
tending that things are not as they
are, in order to further some

hobby. Aesthetic pleasure is grand
and everyone has the right, if not
the duty, to luxuriate in his own
particular Walden; but let us not
institutionalize and politicize it
into national madness. The "deli
cate balance of nature" is as
ephemeral as a sunset. Let us
leave it at that and clarify our
study of nature,as science, as one
of a worthy antagonist which we
must bend to rational use: a
splendid and beautiful servant,
but an unrelentingly destructive
master.

An Ancient Idea

The elevation of Mother Nature
to sainthood, of course, dates to
the most ancient times. Nature
male, female, or neuter - in the
secular sense stands for all which
is beyond our control and which
eludes our total understanding.
Awareness of this awesome ig
norance, and ultimate helplessness,
undoubtedly led to the develop
ment of the primitive pantheistic
religions. The anthropomorphic
Greek and Roman religions grew
into a secular humanism which
was eventually made captive by
Christianity in its Roman tri
umph. Yet anyone who has read
Fraser's Golden Bough can see
how persistent pantheism and
magic had been, and it is not at all
surprising that it continues to
surface in the Christian tradition.
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The most noted devotee of nature
worship in modern times was, of
course, Jean Jacques Rousseau.

In his Liberty - Book-of-the
Month Club selection, for June,
1930 - Everett Dean Martin,
wrote: "Rousseau made liberalism
a gospel of universal emancipa
tion by the simple process of trans
ferring the hope of freedom from
culture to nature. Man in the state
of nature was not only free, he
was wise and good. The laws of
nature are rational and benevolent,
and from their contemplation arise
the loftiest moral sentiments ...
Instinct and emotion, when not
perverted by the artificial re
straints of civilization, are voices
of nature and guides to the good
life. Hence in the struggle for lib
erty the m,an of nature is set in
opposition to the man of culture."

How near does this characteri
zation of Rousseau's attitude co
incide with that of our current na
ture-worshipping liberals? Our
"natural instincts," untutored by
such propaganda, would undoubt
edly bid us to be suspicious, if not
afraid, of nature. We very well
know that the rattlesnake, water
buffalo, tiger, or other beast which
we view in safety on the television
screen, 'could kill or rend us to
pieces in a moment. The millions
of people who have viewed the

movie "Jaws" certainly do not ap
pear to have reacted to the shark
as a benign enforcer of the "bal
ance of nature." That so many of
us apparently accept the views of
ecologists would seem to be an
aberration rather than a "natural
reaction."

The Concept Abused

Understood in its original in
tention, the term "Nature, or Na
ture's God," is a harmless signal
of our ignorance and insignifi
cance in the extent of the universe,
and the Great Unknown whom we
variously recognize as God. It is a
guarantee for modesty and against
hubris. However, it could have
been unfortunate that our eigh
teenth-century mentors fastened
upon the term "natural law" to
underline their ethics. Had they
called it "human law," or "cultural
raw," it is just possible that they
could have avoided its capture by
our recent "scientific" pantheists.
These late comers seem not only
ready to do in our eighteenth-cen
tury tradition of "natural law",
but also seem willing to destroy
our material accomplishments
all in the name of a nature which
never has existed as they see it
and, at any rate, is irretrievably
gone, as Rousseau's "noble sav
age" sa.w it. ~



The 1975
Nobel Memorial Prize

in Economics:

Sotne Vncotnfortoble Reflections

ISRAEL M. KIRZNER

ON DECEMBER 10, 1975, at what
the N ew York Times described as
a glittering Stockholm ceremony,
the Nobel Memorial Prize in Eco
nomics was awarded jointly to
Professor Leonid Vitalyevich Kan
torovich, of the Moscow Institute
of Economic Management, and to
Professor Tjalling Clharles Koop
mans of Yale University. Their
prize was awarded for their con
tributions to the theory of opti
mum allocation of resources.

Now •concern with the "optimal
allocation of resources" has been
proclaimed in c'Ountless economic'S
classrooms, and in innumerable
economics textbooks, to he the

Dr. Kirzner is professor of economics at New
York University. He is the author of numerous
articles and books, the latter including The
Economic Point of View, Market Theory and
the Price System, and, most recently, Compe
tition and Entrepreneurship.
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very essence of economics. Ever
since Lionel (now Lord) Robbins
in 1932 defined economic science
in terms revolving around men's
allocative decisions, economists
have seen efficiency in resource
allocation as central to their dis
cipline. It might seem then that
Professors Kantorovich and Koop
mans have won their Nobel prize
for contributions going to the very
heart of their science. Nonetheless,
it is necessary to point out that,
paradoxical though it may seem,
in a very important sense the
1975 Nobel Prize in Economics
was awarded for work having only
peripheral relevance to the central
contributions of economic science.
What is of even ,greater concern,
the interpretation placed by the
Swedish Royal Academy on the
contributions of the prize-winning
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scholars seems to involve implicit
denial (if· not outright ignorance )
of these central contributions of
economic science. These may seem
surprising· assertions; the follow
ing pages will attempt to provide
the· necessary elucidation.

It is to be hoped that, in point
ing out these puzzling and dis
turbing circum·stances, the writer
will not be understood as seeking
in any way to detract from the
outstanding merit of the eminent
men honored in Stockholm. Both
of the laureates are brilliant schol
ars and dedicated scientists; the
quality of their work undoubtedly
meets the very· highest standards
of scientific excellence. Nonethe
less, recognition of all this cannot
absolve us from recognizing, at
the same time, that unfortunate
misunderstanding of the nature
of the central problems of eco
nomic science, which appears to
surround the 1975 prize.

The matter might be stated
briefly, hut far too superficially,
in terms of a comment on the role
of mathematics in economics. What
both laureate-s -each of whom be
gan his acad·emic career strictly
as a mathematician l - have de
voted their lives to, it mi.ght be

1 In fact Koopmans' footnote citation
of Kantorovich's work refers to him as
"the Russian mathematician", (T. J.
Koopmans, Three Essays on The State of
Economic Science, McGraw-Hill, 1957, p.
68n.)

argued, is not, properly speaking,
eoonomics at all, but rather a spe
cial genre of applied mathematics.
And, while questions of nomen
clature might seem to be of only
secondary importance, it in fact
appears that, in the misunder
standing of the character and sig
nificance of these mathematical
contributions, there lies embedded
not merely semantic confusion,
but also substantive unconcern
with profoundly economic insights
which have (at least up to the
present) not proven amenable to
mathematical formulation. This
statement of the matter, however,
while correct in itself, touches
only on the surface of the issue.

One Technique - Many Uses

A more t1horough discussion
mlay begin by noting ,that in
awarding the prize jointly to a
Russian and a (Dutch-born)
American, the Royal Academy was
intent on more than merely recog
nizing the international character
of the scientific contributions they
wished to honor. What it WHS evi
dently intended to emphasize was
that the techniques of optimal re
source allocation contained in mod
ern activity analysis are in prin
ciple applicable alike to economic
systems reflecting sharply· diver
gent institutional patterns. As
the N ew York Times (October 15,
1975) expressed it in the words
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of a distinguished colleague of
Koopmans: "Activity analysis is
used by economists and operations
researchers to select the optimum
production technique when several
competing techniques are avail
able, either at the level of the
corporation, as in the Unit'ed
States, or at the national level,
as in the planned Communist econ
omies of Eastern Europe . . . The
indifference of these methods to
the institutional arrangements of
the economic system have per
mitted a degree of communica
tion and intellectual ex'change that
could not otherwise have taken
place."

This view sees economists as
concerned with seeking techniques
to solve resource allocation prob
lems. These problems of securing
optimum allocation of resources
present themselves at a variety
of levels. They present themselves,
in capitalist societies, at the level
of the firm; they present them
selves similarly, in socialist socie
ties, to the central planners. The
techniques requir,ed to solve these
allocation problems are, in prin
ciple, common to these problems
regardless of institutional context.
In principle the mathematical
techniques employed by activity
analysts to assist corporate deci
sion making in the West, are the
very same t,echniques needed for
efficient decision -making by cen-

tral planners in the East. Eco
nomic science is now visible, then,
as consisting of a mathematics of
decision making which transcends
institutional differences: what is
valid for capitalist firms is valid,
in principle, for socialist societies.

Missing the Point

Now, we must readily concede
several important elements of va
lidity to this view. The abstract
character of managerial decision
making is, given the sets of ends
and means held res'pectively to be
relevant, indeed the s,ame for all
levels of decision making. More
over, within a given ends-means
framework, the problem facing the
decision maker is indeed a mathe
matical one. In this context the
development of activity analysis,
or operations research, has been
and will continue to be of extra
ordinary significance and useful
ness. But it is a mistake to see
this mathematics of optimal allo
cation and decision making - enor
mously valuable though it unques
tionably is - as making up essen
tially the intellectual contribution
of economic science. And, perhaps
even more important, the uncrit
ical assumption that application
of the techniques appropriate to
securing resource-allocative effi
ciency at the level of the firm, to
the level of planning for a whole
society, can achieve corresponding
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social "efficiency," - begs entirely
those questions which are at the
heart of economics.

When Lionel Robbins in 1932
defined economic science as con
cerned with the implications of
man's resource-allocative deci
sions, he did not mean that the
central task of economics is to
provide techniques for efficient
allocation. Nor, it should be em
phasized, was he referring at all
to the concept of the "social" allo
cation of resources. (In fact the
latter concept, while central to so
many introductory textbooks and
to so much work in theoretical
welfare economics, is a highly du
bious one.2 ) Robbins was simply
defining economics as concerned
with the social consequences of
the circumstance that decision
makers do in fact seek-each with
in his own framework - to achieve
efficiency. Economics, in this view,
is concerned not at all with how
to achieve individual or social effi
ciency; but rather with the social
forces generated impersonally by
the interaction of numerous deci
sion makers each of whom is seek
ing to allocate his resources op
timally. In assuming that the effi
ciency which firms can achieve by
operations analysis, can be
achieved for "society" by the use

2 On this see J. M. Buchanan, "What
Should Economists Do ?", Southern Eco
nomic Journal, January 1964.

of similar techniques on the part
of central planners, one is in fact
ignoring the conclusions of Rob
binsian economic science. The
matter is of course vitally bound
up with Mises' pioneering demon
stration in 1920 of the necessary
failure of socialist economic cal
culation. The 'immediate issue was
perhaps most clearly stated by
Hayek many years later:

What is the problem we wish to
solve when we try to construct a ra
tional economic order? On certain
familiar assumptions the answer is
simple enough. If we possess all the
relevant information, if we can start
out from a given system of prefer
ences, and if we command complete
knowledge of available means, the
problem which remains is purely one
of logic....

This, however, is emphatically not
the economic problem which society
faces....

The peculiar character of the prob
lem of a rational economic order is de
termined precisely by the fact that
the knowledge of the circumstances
of which we must make use never
exists in concentrated or integrated
form but solely as the dispersed bits
of incomplete and frequently contra
dictory knowledge which all the sepa
rate individuals possess. The eco
nomic problem of society is thus not
merely a problem of how to allocate
"given" resources - if "given" is tak
en to mean given to a single mind
which deliberately solves the problem
set by these "data". It is rather a
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problem of how to secure the best use
of resources known to any of the
me'mbers of society, for ends whose
relative importance only these indi
viduals know. Or, to put it briefly,
it is a problem of the utilization of
knowledge which is not given to any
one in its totality.3

Here, in this 1945 statement by
one of the 1974 Nobel laureates in
economics,- we have the definitive
critique of the confusion we have
seen to surround the award of the
1975 prizes.

The Knowledge Is Lacking

To be able to discuss allocative
decision making at all, it is neces
sary to presume that the decision
maker has knowledge of the sets
of ends and means with respect to
which efficient allocation is sought.
But absence of such knowledge in
centralized form is precisely what
in fact constitutes, for Hayek, the
economic problem facing society.
To assume, therefore, that even
the most powerful and sophisticat
ed -of mathematical techniques can
achieve for society the efficiency
they can win for the firm, is to
overlook the essence of the eco
nomic problem with which society
must grapple.

One of the achievements of the

3 F. A. Hayek, "The Use of Knowledge
in Society", American Economic Review,
September, 1945; reprinted in Individual
ism and Economic Order, pp. 77£.

market is that it generates imper
sonal forces which govern the size
of firms. Firms which are "too
small" find themselves facing op
portunities for profitable expan
sion or merger. Firms which are
"too large" find themselves at a
disadvantage when facing the com
petition of smaller, nimbler com
petitors. What determines whether
a firm is "too large" depends on
many considerations.4 Certainly
one consideration of overriding
importance has to do with the dif
ficulty, in large organizations, of
funneling the information neces
sary for efficient central decision
making, to those entrusted with
the organization's management.
The market tends to limit the sizes
of its decision_ making units to
permit optimal deployment of
planning techniques within these
units, while harnessing the "in
visible hand" of the market to
achieve a tendency towards coor
dination between these units. An
this is very much at the center of
economic science, - although it
shares little indeed of the mathe
matical character of the theory of
resource allocation techniques.

4 See the classic paper by R. H. Coase,
"The NatUre of the Firm", Economica,
November, 1937; reprinted in G. J. Stig
ler and K. Boulding, eds., Readings in
Price Theory, Irwin, 1952. See also A. A.
Alchian and H. Demsetz, "Production, In
formation Costs, and Economic Organiza
tion", American Economic Review, De
cember, 1972.
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An Improper Assumption

Simply to assume that society
as a whole can be organized as a
single firm, run as a centrally
planned organization, and thus be
able to employ the techniques of
activity analysis, is to overlook
what Hayek, at least, perceived, in
effect, as the core concern of eco
nomic science. To be sure, the emi
nent scholars who pioneered in the
development of mathematical al
locative techniques 'are not, other
points of possible vulnerability
aside, to be criticized for assum
ing entirely correctly that these
techniques can be useful wherever
allocative decisions are in a posi
tion to be made. But we do have
the obligation to point out that
the economic problem facing soci
ety concerns precisely those cir
cumstances under which, in fact,
allocative decisions are not in a
position to be made.

Economics has, ever since Mises,

Economic Calculation

had a very great deal to contrib
ute on why such circumstances
are inevitable; and ever since
Adam Smith economics has had a
great deal to say about how, under
such circumstances, the economic
problem faced by society comes to
be solved. Those who understand
the enormous social significance
of economic science as it has de
veloped over the past two cen
turies, cannot therefore but be
profoundly disturbed by the con
tinued evidence that the core con
tributions of the discipline have
simply not been noticed by those
in the best position to do so. The
story of the 1975 Nobel Memorial
Prize in Economics suggests in
deed that the light shed by eco
nomic science continues to fall on
an as yet altogether incompletely
illuminated intellectual landscape.
All these are indeed uncomfort
able, but nonetheless apparently
inescapable, reflections. ,

IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

THE EMPLOYMENT of the means of production can be controlled
either by private owners or by the social apparatus of coercion and
compulsion. In the first case there is a market, there are market
prices for all factors of production, and economic calculation is
possible. In the second case all these things are absent. It is vain
to comfort oneself with the hope that the organs of the collective
economy will be "omnipresent" and "omniscient."

LUDWIG VON MISES, Human Action



Adam Smith

IT HAD NEVER OCCURRED to me that
the key to understanding some of
the crucial passages of the Decla
ration of Independence could be
discovered by reading The Wealth
of Nations. I had long known, of
course, that they were both pub
lished in 1776: The Wealth of
Nations in Mar,ch, the Declaration
of Independence in July. The
thought was in my mind, too,
that there was something symbolic
in the fact that these two great
landmarks of liberty had come
forth in the same year. It is com-

Dr. Carson has written and taught extensively,
specializing in American intellectual history.
His most recent book, The Rebirth 01 Liberty
(1973), covers the founding of the American
Republic from 1760 to 1800.
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Another Bicentennial:

Publication of

WEALTH OF NATIONS
CLARENCE B. CARSON

monly understood that the two
documents were produced from a
similar intellectual outlook, but
knowledge of this had but little
prepared me for what could be
learned about the one by studying
the other.

The main difficulty in discern
ing the meaning of the Declara
tion of Independence is, for me
at least, in the first few lines of
the second paragraph. They are
also the most quoted lines from
the document. To wit: "We hold
these truths to be self-evident,
that all men are created equal,
that they are endowed by their
Creator with certain unalienable
Rights, that among these are Life,
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Liberty, and the pursuit of Happi
ness. That to secure these rights,
Governments are instituted among
Men, deriving their just powers
from the consent of the governed."
Though there may be difficulty
with some other passages, the
most troublesome are these two:
"that all men are created equal,"
and the right to "the pursuit of
Happiness."

Differences Abound

In the most obvious senses, men
are not created equal. They differ
from one another in height, in
weight, in strength, in native in
telligence, in heredity, in ability,
in upbringing, in interests, and in
almost every other way that comes
to mind. Indeed, these very dif
ferences go to make up one of our
most prized possessions, our indi
viduality. Not only are we not the
same, as some say, but also in our
differences we are not equal. Some
have talents for doing all sorts of
things. Others can learn to do any
thing only with the greatest diffi
culty. Some 'are endowed with all
the good graces, or so it seems.
Others are very nearly graceless.

There are those who claim that
we are an equal in the sight of
God. Whether this is so, or in what
way it may be so, I do not know.
Those who say this usually say it
as if it were obvious and offer no
proof or evidences in support of it.

Within the context of the Decla
ration, it is sufficiently clear that
what is meant is that men are en
dowed by their Creator with an
equality of rights. It is equally
clear, when the matter is pursued
logically and historically that for
this to be instituted they must be
equal before the law.

What are these rights to which
men are entitled? According to the
Declaration, they are the right to
"Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of
Happiness." Life and liberty pose
no great problem for explanation,
but the same does not go for the
pursuit of hatppiness. The com
monly used phrase at the time was
"property," but Jefferson substi
tuted for it "pursuit of Happi
ness," not because he doubted that
property was a natural right but
because he wished to say consid
erably more than this. The mean
ing of the phrase poses no great
difficulty. If other words are
needed, it means the right to seek
one's own well-being. But what is
the ground of such a right? How
can seeking one's own well-being
be justified? Would this not be
contrary to the general welfare?
Would it not be that very selfish
ness which has been so often con
demned? On what basis does the
equal right to do such a thing
rest?

The answers to these questions
can be found in The We1aUh of
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Nations. They can be found else
where in bits and pieces, but no
where so comprehensively as in
Adam Smith's major work. There
is in the following quotations the
key to understanding the basic
passages of the Declaration:

Every individual is continually ex
erting himself to find out the most
advantageous employment for what
ever capit~l he can command. It is his
own advantage, indeed, and not that
of society, which he has in view. But
the study of his own advantage natur
ally, or rather necessarily leads him
to prefer that employment which is
most advantageous to the society.!

The following is more famous but
not necessarily clearer:

The produce of industry is what it
adds to the subject or materials upon
which it is employed. In proportion as
the value of this produce is great or
small, so will likewise be the profits
of the employer. But it is only for the
sake of profit that any man employ~

a capital in the support of industry;
and he will always, therefore, en
deavour to employ it in the support
of that industry of which the produce
is likely to be of the greatest value,
or to exchange for the greatest quan
tity either of money or of other goods.

But the annual revenue of every
society is always precisely equal to
the exchangeable value of the whole

1 Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations
Edwin Cannan, ed. (New Rochelle: Ar
lington House, n. d.), II, 27.

annual produce of its industry, or
rather is precisely the same thing
with that exchangeable value. As
every individual, therefore, endeav
ours as much as he can both to em
ploy his capital in the support of do
mestic industry, and so to direct that
industry that its produce may be of
the greatest value; every individual
necessarily labours to render the an
nual revenue of the society as great
as he can. He generally, indeed,
neither intends to promote the public
interest, nor knows how much he is
promoting it. By preferring the sup
port of domestic to that of foreign in
dustry, he intends only his own se
curity; and by directing that industry
in such a manner as its produce may
be of the greatest value, he intends
only his own gain, and he is in this as
in many other cases, led by an in~is
ible hand to promote an end which
was no part of his intention. Nor is it
always the worse for the society that
it was no part of it. By pursuing his
own interest he frequently promotes
that of the society more effectually
than when he really intends to pro
mote it. I have never known much
good done by those who affected to
trade for the public good. It is an
affectation, indeed, not very common
among merchants, and very few
words need be employed in dissuad
ing them from it.2

The same principle which ap
plies to trade and manufacture
within a country applies to that
among countries as well:

2 Ibid., pp. 29-30.
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... The interest of a nation in its
commercial relations to foreign na
tions is, like that of a merchant with
regard to the different people with
whom he deals, to buy as cheap and
to sell as dear as possible. But it will
be most likely to buy cheap, when by
the most perfect freedom of trade it
encourages all nations to bring to it
the goods which it has occasion to
purchase; and, for the same reason,
it will be most likely to sell dear,
when its markets are thus filled with
the greatest number of buyers.3

There are many economic con
cepts treated in Smith's magnum
opus, some of them more or less
original with him, but there is one
overriding principle which occurs
over and over again. It is this:
when individuals are free to pur
sue their own interests they will
benefit not only themselves but the
general public as well. Adam
Smith did not discover, of course,
that men are self-interested. That
has surely been known as long as
there has been a concept by which
it could be thought. He may not
have been the first to discover that
there i s a nat u r a I harmony
wrought by an invisible hand - the
natural order? - from the multi
tudinous acts of unconcerned and
self-interested individuals, but he
did give the principle the. most
pointed application and spell out

3 Ibid., pp. 38-39.

the extent of its comprehensive
ness. It is the crux of his lengthy
and detailed argument for eco
nomic liberty and free trade.

There, too, lies the key to un
derstanding some of the most mo
mentous phrases of the Declara
tion of Independence. In what way
are all men created equal? There
may be others, but there is cer
tainly this one: Every man is, by
nature, self-interested. The Found
ers of the United States were apt
to refer to it as self-love. Jesus
made it the foundation point of
his second most important com
mandment: "Do unto others as
you would they should do unto
you." In short, He said, extend
that care and love to others which
you have for yourself. The Crea
tor has implanted this self-inter
estedness, or self-love, in us to in
sure our survival and that of the
race.

Sell-Interest Is Normal

Any man lacking the ability to
discern his interest and the will
to pursue it is unfitted to the office
of a man. He would be unable to
look after himself and would have
to be taken over by others for his
own good and the protection of
others from him. This is not to say
that men may not perform self
less acts - acts of heroism, acts
motivated by love untinctured by
concern for self. It -is rather to say
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that self-interest is the rule - the
norm - ,and selflessness the excep;.
tion. The opposite of self-interest
is not,as is sometimes supposed,
selflessness; it is self-destructive
ness, a condition requiring re
straint. All men are equal, then, in
that all are self-interested.

Self-interest as the ground, or
one of the grounds, of equality,
gains plausibility by the fact that
one of the unalienable rights as
serted is the right to "the pursuit
of Happiness." This is the right to
fulfill one's self, to seek one's own
well-being, or to pursue one's own
interest. There is no reasonable
way to attach a different meaning
to the phrase. The Declaration of
Independence makes the right to
pursue his self-interest a funda
mental right of man. Within the
framework of The Wealth of Na- '
Hons such a right is justified, for
when men behave economically so
as to advance their own interests
the result is 'also to advance the
good of people generally.

It is not my position, of course,
that Jefferson was influenced by
The Wealth of Nations 'when he
wrote the Declaration, or that
there was some sort of interchange
between the two men. There was
none to my knowledge. It is rather
that a comrnon set of assumptions
was leading to similar conclusions,
and that the two works illuminate
one another.

Old Ideas Challenged

The two works are closer re
lated, however, than even this
would suggest. Much of the body
of Smith's two-volume work was
devoted to a point-by-point refuta
tion of the mercantile system and
to the economic arguments for free
trade. The American revolt fol
lowed changes in British policy,
changes in taxation which can be
attributed to the infelicities of
mercantilism.4 Once the thrust of
Smith's conclusions about mercan
tilism were accepted, the Ameri
can cause would have a virtually
complete justification.

The full significance of the
views that all men have an equal
right to the pursuit of their in
terests and that when they exer
cise this right it works to the pub
lic benefit can only be appreciated
in the context of what has usually
been believed and done. To say
that the ideas of Jefferson and
Smith were radical may not ex
pose their full scope. In fact, they
laid under siege some of the most
deeply rooted and persistent no
tions that men have held.

No notion is more deeply rooted
and persistent than the one that
some ,class, order, or body of men
is chosen, ordained, or especially
equipped to decide what is good

4 See Clarence B. Carson, The Rebirth
of Liberty (New Rochelle: Arlington
House, 1973), pp. 65-76.
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for the rest of us. The generality
of men are the sheep and they are
the shepherds, as it were. How
they have been chosen or selected
has varied from time to time and
place to place but such an elite has
commonly occupied declision-mak
ing roles throughout history.

The Puritans of New England
considered themselves chosen of
God to rule over the people there.
They not only excluded others
from government but also laid
down all sorts of economic restric
tions. "Inns, mHls, and ferries
were subject to control. Charges
were limited by law, and the obli
gations of such institutions were
legislatively defined.... Effort~

were made to determine fair
prices, fair wages, and reasonable
profits."5

The most presumptuous effort
to control the lives of people by an

.elite occurred in colonial Georgia,
however, immediately after its
founding. Georgia was conceived
as a char,itable undertaking and
was placed under a Board of Trus
tees who resided in England. "The
Board will always do wha.t is
right," the Trustees proclaimed in
1735, "and the people should have
confidence in US."6 They proceeded

5 E. A. J. Johnson, American Economic
Thought in the Seventeeth Century (New
York: Russell and Russell 1961) p 17

6 Daniel J. Boorstin, The Arr:erica~s:
T~e Colonial Experience (New York:
Vmtage Books, 1958), p. 88.

to fasten upon the inhabitants reg
ulations both strange and per
verse:

Not only did they encourage silk
culture by a guaranteed inflated price
and by bounties and prizes for the
product delivered in England, but
they even wrote into land-grants pro
visions requiring each grantee, in
order to validate his claim, to plant at
least 50 white mulberry trees on
every 50 acres; every grantee of 500
acres had to plant 2000 trees within
twenty years.7

In addition, they had many rules
governing consumption and other
kinds of production than that of
silk.

Many Regulators in England

Old England had its own varie
ties of elites to determine what
was good for people in the cen
turies before Adam Smith. It had
an hereditary monarchy and ari
stocracy' an established church
w,ith its hierarchy, and other
classes and orders who partici
pated in laying down regulations.
These, from time to time, laid
down rules governing econom,ic re
lations : controlling prices, control
ling wages, granting monopolies,
deciding who could sell what
where, and to whom, restrictin~
the Iives and reducing the Iiveli
hood of the people.

7 Ibid., p. 83.
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One of the main difficulties with
the notion that some know best
what the rest of us should do ,is
that those who govern are self
interested, too. They deny to men
the right to decide what is in their
own best interest, but what they
most frequently do is saddle every
one with what is in the interest
of a few. Smith did not neglect to
point out that those who fastened
the mercantile regulations on
England did so to advance their
own special interests. He said:

... The capricious ambitions of
kings and ministers has not, during
the present and the preceding cen
tury, been more fatal to the repose of
Europe than the impertinent jeal
ousy of merchants and manufactur
ers. . . . [T]he mean rapacity, the
monopolizing spirit of merchants and
manufacturers ... may very easily
be prevented from disturbing any
body but themselves.

That it was the spirit of monopoly
which originally both invented and
propagated this doctrine [mercantil
ism], cannot be doubted; and they
who first taught it were by no lueans
such fools as they who believed it. In
every country it always is and must
be the interest of the great body of
people to buy whatever they want of
those who sell it cheapest. The propo
sition is so very manifest, that it
seems ridiculous to take any pains to
prove it; nor could it ever have been
called in question, had not the inter
ested sophistry of merchants and

manufactures confounded the com
mon sense of mankind.8

It might be nearer to the whole
truth to say that mercantilism re
sulted from a tacit alliance be
tween monarch and merchants,
each pursuing their own ends.

At any r,ate, Smith gave short
shrift to the notion that there
existed any person or group com
petent to decide the economic good
for the rest of us. On one facet of
the m-atter, he wrote:

The statesman, who should attempt
to direct private people in what man
ner they ought to employ their capi
tals [sic], would not only load him
self with a most unnecessary atten
tion, but assume an authority which
could safely be trusted, not only to
no single person, but to no council or
senate whatever, and which would no
where be so dangerous as in the
hands of a man who had folly and
presumption enough to fancy himself
fit to exercise it.9

Of the economy in general, he de
clared:

It is the highest impertinence and
presumption, therefore, in kings and
ministers, to pretend to watch over
the economy of private people, and to
restrain their expence, either by
sumptuary laws, or by prohibiting
the importation of foreign luxuries.

8 Smith, op. cit., II, pp. 71-72.
9 Ibid., p. 30.
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They are themselves always, and
without any exception, the greatest
spendthrifts in the society. Let them
look well after their own expence,
and they may safely trust private
people with theirs. If their own ex
travagance does not ruin the state,
that of their subjects never will.l0

What Smith could say of the ways
of kings and ministers can be said
with equal justice about those who
govern in republics.

A Gainer and a Loser

in Any Transaction?

Another widely held notion is
that in any given transaction there
is someone who wins and some
one who loses. How such a notion
arises again and again is fairly
easy to understand. In a transac
tion a merchant may make a profit,
a profit which may be thought of
as the difference between what he
paid for the item and what he
sold it for. The buyer, on the other
hand, may be unable to discern
any profit which he has gained in
the transaction. At least, he is un
able to calculate it ;and enter it in
his books. One profited from the
transaction; the other did not.
There was a gainer and a loser,
or so it may appear.

An example may show how some
people come to feel this way. A
man buys an automobile for $2000,

10 Ibid., I, p. 371.

say, and drives it for awhile. Be
ing in need of money, he sells it to
a used car dealer for $800. In a
few days, he learns that the dealer
has sold the car for $1100. The
man may readily conclude from
these facts that he paid too much
for the car in the first place and
sold it for too little in the second.
At any rate, the amount of money
which he had was diminished by
the series of transactions, and that
of the dealer increased.

It may not be that the feeling
that there is a loser in the trans
action arises so much from the
fact that one has clearly made a
profit - though there are those
who oppose profit-making in prin
ciple and a great many more who
oppose profit-making at their ex
pense -as that transactions usu
ally involve the trade of some com
modity or service for money. If
all transactions were in kind, both
parties would no doubt believe that
they were the gainers, and both
would no doubt be right. But when
money enters the picture, is used
as a mediurn for the exchange, he
who paid out the money may con
clude that he has been a loser, par
ticularly if he tries shortly to sell
the commodity for the sum he paid
for it. Indeed, a man may pay $1
for 5 pounds of apples, cpnsume
the apples, become in, and feel cer
tain that he is the los·er in the
transaction.
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Balance of Trade

This idea of a gainer and a
loser has been given international
and even universal application.
The main route to this notion has
been the conception that there is
only a given quantity of a thing.
Anyone who acquires more must
then be depriving others of it. The
best known instance of this line of
thinking occurred when precious
metals were used as money and
thought of, by some, as wealth, or
the only true wealth. Since there
is only a certain quantity of these
in nature, the nation which gains
these does so at the expense of
other nations. The mercantile no
tion of "favorable" balance of
trade was justified by the notion
that a nation should ·attempt to in
crease its holdings of precious
metals. To do so, ,it ought to sell
more to other nations than it
bought, getting the difference in
gold .and silver. But the belief that
there is only a certain quantity of
a thing has not been restricted to
precious metals; it has been ex
tended to other things as well. In
our day, there are those who claim
that if one man eats overmuch he
is depriving others of needed food.

At any rate, over the centuries
the notion that in transactions
there is a gainer and loser, either
potentially or actually, has bred a
large portion of government regu
lation, restriction, and interven-

tion. It has led to laws promoting
exports and discouraging imports,
to the payment of bounties, to the
imposing of tariffs, to price con
trols, to wage controls, to quality
controls, to prohibitions against
sending gold out of a country, to
the confiscation of "excess profits",
to ,all sorts of laws for the protec
tion of consumers.

Each Party Gains

Adam Smith did not spend much
energy on the gainer-loser in
transactions idea. He simply stated
that where a trade had been freely
effected it was assumed to be to
the mutual advantage of the par
ties. (The Austrian School has
since buttressed this point with
extensive theoretical demonstra
tions.) He did go to some length
to justify profits, rent, and inter
est. Indeed, he held that men save
and invest in order to make a
profit, that the capital that results
from this is the main way to pros
perity, and that when men are
free to compete prices and wages
are regulated by it. He did ac
knowledge that in trans'actions
men frequently were unable to get
the best possible price for what
they were selling or buying. The
source of this, however, was gov
ernment restraints on commerce
and on the entry of competitors to
the field, not that some individual
was taking unfair advantage. And,
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he devoted fulsome attention to
the fallacies of mercantilism and
the bullion. or monetary theory of
wealth.

The Wealth 0 f Nations moves
toward one conclusion, sometimes
ponderously but always master
fully - the individual and social
beneficence of liberty:

All systems either of preference or
of restraint, therefore, being thus
completely taken away, the obvious
and simple system of natural liberty
establishes itself of its own accord.
Every man, as long as he does not
violate the laws of justice, is left per
fectly free to pursue his own interest
his own way, and to bring both his in
dustry and capital into competition
with those of any other man, or order
of men. The sovereign is completely
discharged from a duty, in the at
tempting to perform which he must
always be exposed to innumerable de
lusions, and for the proper perform
ance of which no human wisdom or
knowledge could ever be sufficient;
the duty of superintending the in
dustry of private people; and of di
recting it towards the employments
most suitable to the interest of so
ciety. According to the system of nat
ural liberty, the sovereign has only
three duties to attend to... : first, the
duty of protecting the society from
the violence and invasion of other in
dependent societies; secondly, the
duty of protecting ... every member
of the society from the injustice or
oppression of every other member of
it ... ; and, thirdly, the duty of erect-

ing and maintaining certain public
works and certain public institu
tions... ,11

A Century of Gain

For more than a century after
1776 the thrust tow,ard liberty
gained sway in the world. The
United States and England led the
way in many respects. Trade re
strictions among nations were
either greatly reduced or removed.
In the course of the nineteenth
century, serfdom and slavery,
where they still existed, were gen
erally abolished. The ideas that
men have an equal right to pursue
their interests and that when they
do so the general public benefits
gained hold and were buttressed
by law in many lands. There was
a great creative and productive
surge within nations, and the na
tions of the world were generally
drawn together in a great trading
network. Populations increased as
rarely before, but the ever-larger
numbers of people were more
prosperous than ever. Wars still
occurred, but wi,th one or two
notable exceptions they were brief
and limited affairs.

By the turn into the twentieth
century, though, there were al
ready ominous signs that the tide
was shifting against individual
liberty. The defection of the in
tellectuals was lalre'ady well under-

11 Ibid., II, p. 290.
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way. A spate of ideologies was
gaining adherents, particularly
socialistJc ideologies. The system
that had produced abundance on a
seale never before im'agined in the
world was being ,attacked for not
having made everyone affluent.
Governments were beginning to
impose new and old restraints on
productive efforts. Nations were
once again beginning to erect
barriers against trade. New names
and new ideas were supplanting
those of the Founders Qf the
United States and the classical
economists: such names as Karl
Marx, Friedrich Nietzsche, Nico
lai Lenin, Benito Mussolini, and
Joseph Stalin. In their wake has
come the totalitarian state which
threatens in varying degrees in
dividual liberty in every corner of
the world.

As fate would have it, on the
two hundredth anniversary of the
Declar1ation of Independence and
The Wealth of Nati,ons, the world
is more in need of the ideas of
liberty 'contained in them than it
was in 1776. There is one appro
priate way to 'celebrate the bicen-

tennial of The We,alth of Nations;
it is to read or re-read it. True,
the sentences are long and com
plex, and the periods are rounded,
as it is described. The language is,
much of it, from a bygone era.
But many of the ideas are as
fresh ,and ,applicable today as
when they were penned.

Nor is the celebration of the
publication of The Wealth of Na
tions something for Scotland only,
or for England, or even for the
English-speaking countries. Adam
Smith's great work was written
by a Scotsman in English in the
eighteenth century, but it belongs
to the ages and to the whole
world. He took economics out of
its parochial framework where it
was concerned only with the
wealth of a single nation and made
it a universal study, one which
conceived an order in which the
efforts of the individual bene
fitted not only his own country
but peoples everywhere that trade
took place. So long as the love of
liberty survives anywhere, sus
tenance for it ,can be found in The
Wealth of Nations. t)



JACK MARKOWITZ

Two HUNDRED AND FIFTY years
ago, in 1726, a half century before
the United States was born, Eng
land's brightest literary men were
playing midwife to a different sort
of enduring political classic. Its
author was one of the wittiest
(which did not preserve him from
being one of the angriest) ,ge
niuses who ever lived: a priest of
the Church of England who would
have healed the world by making
it laugh at itself. A quarter of a
millennium has not dulled the bite
of his salubrious masterpiece,
Travels into Several Remote Na
tions of the World.

Never heard of it? Yes you

Mr. Markowitz is business editor of the Pitts
bUTAh Post-Gazette.

have. The supposed author, de
scribed on the title page as "first
a Surgeon, and then a Captain of
several Ships," was a restless
sailor called Lemuel Gulliver.

The real author was a landlub
ber with a deep-grooved habit of
never putting his name on title
pages. The sheltering tree that
would become freedom of the press
was in those days still a sprig. A
"scandalmonger" could lose slices
of his ears; and practically any
thing Jonathan Swift ever wrote
might have earned him bed in
prison or a drubbing in some alley.
He was that sort of writer. Damn
ably contrary, to the wreck of his
own ambitions.

And Gulliver's Travels - the

223
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title bestowed by word of mouth
- was his most contrary book. Un
abridged, it reads as tough on the
establishment as the Declaration
of Independence, for which indeed
it may hitve been a Iiterary an
cestor. Three years after 'the book
came out Swift received from an
admirer in Philadelphia the honest
frontier gift of a cured ham, and
Gulliver undoubtedly was popular
reading in the colonies when
young shavers named Washington,
Jefferson, and Adams were form
ing their own tender notions of
politics.

That anyone might charge Jona
than Swift, Doctor of Divinity,
with fomenting revolution would
of course have scandalized him.
He hated war, was profoundly
loyal to governing institutions con
sistent with law and liberty; but
he detested those vices and ex
cesses of power which eternally
blight the happiness of men. In
short, he was torn by the conflicts
between freedom and a corrupted
order that Americans would re
solve ,a half century later in favor
of revolution.

Seeds of Bitterness

Gulliver could only have come
from a soul rich in grievances,
and Swift started collecting his
early in life. At his birth, one
might say, in 1667. He came into
this world seven months after his

father left it. The elder Swift hav
ing been employed as an estate
manager in Ireland, the posthum
ous son grew up in a land ener
gized to lyricism by ancient feel
ings of injury and alienation. He
was educated, grudgingly, as he
believed, by the bounty of rela
tives. A'll his adult life he was sub
ject to prostrating attacks of dizzi
ness, deafness, and fears of insani
ty, against which, in later years, he
furiously exercised, walking or
riding 'miles every day or, in bad
weather, tramping the stairs of
his house. Despising yet also crav
ing wealth, he set out on two con
tradictory careers: the church and
the writing of satires.

His verses and essays in the
Tatler and other papers of literary
London made him one of the lumi
naries of the dawn of modern
journalism, though he was "fam
ous" only to people in the know.
A fashionable painting of the
time, now in the London Portrait
Gallery, shows him an alert, busi
nesslike parson, elegantly wigged
and double-chinned, looking up
from his writing desk. "The most
agreeable companion, the truest
friend, and the greatest genius of
the age," Joseph Addison called
him. He had a prose style as lean,
accurate, and keen for cutting as
a scalpel. The bloated politics of
his time begged for such a knife.
It was his surgical journalism that
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turned public opinion against a
bleeding series of wars in France,
tumbled from power the glamorous
Duke of Marlborough, and helped
effect the Peace of Utrecht in 1713.

For this service a grateful
crown awarded him the deanery
of a cathedral. Not Wells, Salis
bury or another of the influential
English churches, but St. Patrick's
in Dublin, separated merely by the
breadth of England and the Irish
Sea from a court that had enjoyed
quite enough of his close scrutiny
of public affairs.

So back to his native city he
went, to the exile, in his own
gentle phrase, of "a poisoned rat
in a hole." Though he took up his
cathedral duties with a surprising
piety, in time the sheer flagrancy
of the exploitation of Ireland
goaded him to the risky old habit
of anonymous pamphleteering. He
became an underground hero to
the Irish, whose plight, he once
said, came down simply to this,
almost a thumbnail of our own
Declaration of 1776: "Freedom
consists in a People being gov
erned by Laws made with their
own Consent, and Slavery in the
contrary."

In 1721 he suddenly announced
in a letter that he was "writing a
History of my Travells [giving]
Account of Countryes hitherto un
known." Not real travels, cer
tainly. These would be voyages of

the mind. The idea had popped up
at some dinner of the Martin
Scriblerus Club, a literary society
to which Swift had belonged in
his great London years. How for
tunate for literature that he never
got round to the proj ect till his
bile had sufficiently ripened in
failure and banishment.

The moody labor took four
years. Then, triumphantly, in a
letter of August 14, 1725: "I have
finished my Travells ... They are
admirable Things, and will won
derfully mend the World."

To Alexander Pope, a friend of
Scriblerus days and by then Eng
land's reigning poet, he confided
that his aim was "to vex the world
rather than divert it." But he was
more entertaining than he knew.
The artist in him kept the
preacher under control, and his
rage and wit, ,his suffering and
indignation fused into a book that
is one of the greatest ever written.

Irresistible Adventures

The Travels are, first of all, ir
resistible adventures. They run
along fantastic but temptingly
believable trains of plot, loaded
with a vast freight of critical
observations, commentary, digs,
jabs, slashes, and thrusts. Swift
is the most tireless of satirists.
His blade is always cutting, for
ward and back, nicking the ob
server as well as the observed.
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There is no safe place to stand
against him. Gulliver - humani
ty's "gullible traveler" keeps get
ting marooned in fascinating coun
tries. Lilliput: where the people
are six inches tall but where in
cessant faction, greed· and war
seem the more deplorably vicious
just for being so small. Then
Brobdingnag, a land of giants,
where Gulliver gets one pride
killing lesson -after another in how
small we are. The third voyage
(past the point where many chil-
dren's editions leave off) takes the
traveler to a "flying island" where
human intelligence, the one gift
that might amend the chronic
botch of history, utterly wastes
itself upon worthless "projects"
and idle aspirations. Finally, the
ironic utopia of Houyhnhnms and
Yahoos: civilization itself hope
lessly lost to a brutalized human
ity and taken up by a species more
qualified, the horse.

Like the best science fiction, it
all comes off with precise, credible
details and with what George
Saintsbury called "the dexterous
relief of the satirist's lash with
the mere tickling of the humor
ist." And the cream of the jest
is that every queer country Gul
liver visits is unmistakably 'one's
own.

In March of 1726 S.wift took
ship with his manuscript to Eng
land. He was 58 now and wore

what Dr. Johnson calls "a counte
nance sour and severe, whic;h he
seldom softened by any appear
ance of gaiety." Yet he must have
enjoyed that spring and summer
250 years ago as a guest ,at Pope's
villa in Twickenham, near London.
There were country excursions
and dinners, long evenings spent
over a· good bottle and good talk
with old friends still near the cen
ter of things: among others John
Gay, author of The Beggar's Op
era, and John Arbuthnot, who had
been physician to Queen Anne.

Selling the Manuscript

The survivors of Martin Scrib
lerus were well 'content with the
"Travells" - and determined to
bring it to 'market. Not only
would they find Dean Swift a pub
lisher but also wangle a fee for
him, the first - and as it happened,
the last - that the greatest satirist
in the English language ever pock
eted for a piece of writing.

Soon afterward Benj amin
Motte, a printer in Fleet Street,
received a letter from someone
claiming the name Richard Symp
son. He announced that as "man
ager for my friend and cousin," a
certain retired Captain Gulliver,
he, Sympson, had been entrusted
with the memoirs of marvellous
voyages. "I know the author in
tends the profit for the use of
poor seamen," the letter said, "and
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I am advised to say that two hun
dred pounds is the least sum I
will receive on his account."

Motte was not duped. He was
the successor to Swift's old pub
lisher and he undoubtedly had
been warned to expect the dean's
"Travells" one day in some such
melodramatic disguise. He only
balked at a demand that within
three days he "deliver a bankbill
of two hundred pounds, wrapped
up so ·as to make a parcel, to the
hand from whence you receive
this." He counter-offered payment
six 'months after publication and
won the point.

The manuscript probably was
recopied to remove any trace of
the real author's hand, and Swift
departed for Ireland, home, church,
and alibi. Then one September
night a hackney coach stopped at
the printer's door and a package
of copy sheets changed hands in
the dark. Motte never saw Cousin
Sympson's face.

About a month later - the date
deserves remembrance: October
28, 1726 - the book went on sale.

The Sales Continue

The rest, it is fair to say, is
history: a publishing history that
shows no sign of ending, with
some two dozen editions currently
in print in English, scores of oth
ers in languages around the globe,
and Gulliver sailing off in trans-

lation each year on new voyages,
viaggi, viajes, podroze, and rei,sen
unnumbered.

Happily the author had a
glimpse of this im'mortality while
alive. (He died 19 years later at
age 77 in 1745, senile, modern
scholars and medical experts now
agree, rather than "mad," as his
detractors long alleged.) The
book's first printing sold in a week
and "hath been the conversation
of the whole town," John Gay
wrote to Swift from London. "Gul
liver is a happy man that at his
age can write such a merry work,"
chimed in Dr. Arbuthnot, predict
ing "as good a run" as that of
Pilgrim's Progress. " 'Tis gen,;.
erally said that you are the Au
thor," slyly reported Gay, but
"you are not much injur'd by
[this] ... From the highest to
the lowest it is universally read,
from the Cabinet-Council to the
Nursery."

There was prophecy in that, too.
By chopping so extensively that
many people who think they have
read Gulliver's Travels actually
have read perhaps half of it, edi
tors succeeded in hacking a "chil
dren's classic" out of a work
thought to be so politically loaded
it required publication by secret
plot.

And it is still loaded. The essen
tial political vision of the Rev. Dr.
Swift has dated astonishingly lit-
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tle. To our Bicentennial celebra
tions he would bring the sobering
perspective that changes in gov
ernmental form do not, for very
long, improve the political beha
vior of man himself. The whole
cannot be a great deal more than
the sum of its not terribly noble
parts. Lilliputian meanness will
lower the quality of public life
under presidents as well as kings,
in parliaments as easily as palaces.

A century in which the sheer
amount of destruction, decadence
and despotism actually perceived
has outflown the farthest reach
of Swiftian imagination can get
a special shock of recognition out
of Gulliver's ultimate judgment on
mankind. Driven mad (but super
shrewdly mad) by a society of

humane animals and brutish hu
mans, the traveler perceives that
man is, after all, merely a design
ing beast - "a sort of animals to
whose share, by what accident he
could not conjecture, some small
pittance of reason had fallen,
whereof we made no other use
than by its assistance to aggra
vate our natural corruptions, and
to acquire new ones which Nature
had not given us."

There, in a few words, is the
human dilemma: as challenging in
1976 as it was in 1726. The men
who plotted to print a masterpiece
250 years ago, like those others
who plotted to found a nation 200
years ago, never meant to leave us
perfectly comfortable with our
selves as we are. t)

IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

The Planners of Balnibarbi

IN THESE COLLEGES the professors contrive new rules and
methods of agriculture and building, and new instruments and
tools for all trades and manufactures, whereby, as they under
take, one man shall do the work of ten; a palace may be built in
a week, of materials so durable as to last for ever without re
pairing. All the fruits of the earth shall come to maturity at
whatever season we think fit to choose, and increase an hundred
fold more than they do at present, with innumerable other happy
proposals. The only inconvenience is, that none of these projects
are yet brought to perfection, and in the mean time, the whole
country lies miserably waste, the houses in ruins, and the people
without food or clothes. By all which, instead of being discour
aged, they are fifty times more violently bent upon prosecuting
their schemes, driven equally on by hope and despair ...

From Gulliver'l1 Travels, JONATHAN SWIFT



The Right to Food
E. C. PASOUR, JR.

PEOPLE IN THE U.S. and through
out the world now have a height
ened awareness of the age-old
problems of hunger and poverty.
It has been estimated that 460
million people throughout the
world today suffer from acute mal
nutrition. At the same time, capac
ity to produce food is at an all
time high in the U.S. and through
out the highly developed coun
tries. Increasingly, questions are
being raised about the apparent
injustice of this coexistence of
hunger and affluence.

The movement to provide more
food to hungry people throughout
the world has increased significant
ly since the early 1970's. The 1974
World Food Conference in Rome
took what many regarded as an
essential first step. The confer
ence adopted an objective that

Dr. Pasour is Professor of Economics at North
Carolina State University at Raleigh.

within a decade no child will go to
bed hungry and that no family
need fear for its next day's bread.
In the same spirit, a '''Right to
Food" resolution was introduced
in both houses of the U.S. Con
gress in 1975. This resolution de
clares that every person in the
U.S. and throughout the world has
the right 'to a nutritionally ade
quate diet. The resolution has re
ceived the official sanction of vari
ous religious groups. Members of
the Lutheran Church in America,
for example, have been exhorted to
contact their Representatives and
Senators to "urge its passage."

The concerned citizen cannot be
oblivious to his neighbor's condi
tion. The fact that a problem
exists, however, does not imply
that all possible solutions are
either feasible or right. What
should be the attitude of the mor
ally sensitive person toward this
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(or any other) "Right to Food"
resolution? Do we, as individuals,
have an obligation to support this
legislation? More generally, what
should be our stance toward world
hunger problems? What can we as
individuals do to alleviate the
hunger problem facing half a bil
lion people throughout the world?

The purpose of this paper is to
analyze the "Right to Food" reso
lution. In doing so, the legitimacy
of the right to food by citizens in
the U.S. and in other countries
will be discussed. The distinction
between public and private char
ity will be stressed. Finally, limi
tations of charity as a long-run
solution to hunger and poverty
will be described.

The Concept Examined

There can he no universal right
to food. The concept of the right
to food cannot be supported on
either economic or moral grounds.
First, consider the economic im
plications of the right to food. The
right to food basically involves the
problem of income distribution.
Food is man-produced. Proposals
which assume a right to food (or
income) by individuals within or
outside the U.S. imply that there
is no relationship between the in
centives of food producers and
food production. Many of the
countries in which the hunger
problem is most acute have at-

tempted to ignore this relation
ship.

The right to food is fundamen
tally no different than a right to
housing, clothing, and the like.
Thus, there can be no economic
bill of rights assuring everyone a
specified level of "necessities,"
since dividing income differently
will affect the output of goods and
services and, consequently, the
amount of income to divide. That
is, the more equal the income dis
tribution, the less enthusiasm
there will be on the part of indi
viduals to engage in wealth-pro
ducing activities.

Food and other goods must be
produced before they can be dis
tributed. This is just as true for
a highly developed modern econ
omy as it was for Robinson Cru
soe. The absurdity of the concept
of "Right to Food" is obvious in
the case of a Crusoe economy. The
same basic problem remains, how
ever, for a modern economy. There
is no way to legislate prosperity
for all.

The recent bankruptcy of New
York City is a predictable outcome
of an attitude by public officials
which holds that "we will not be
constrained by economics in car
ing for our citizens." The mini
mum wage provides another good
example of attempting to increase
incomes by ignoring economic
principles. Increases in the mini-
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mum wage cannot be used as a
device to insure a mInImum
amount of income for all. Instead,
the evidence in scores of examples
has shown that the effect of an
increase in the minimum wage is
to eliminate jobs for marginal
workers - not to increase their in
come.

Though a policy which is not
feasible from an economic stand
point could hardly be moral, there
are other moral objections to any
universal right to food. Any right
to a given level of food must be at
someone else's expense. Granting
individual A the right to food (or
any other good) means that an
obligation is simultaneously be
ing imposed on person B to pro
vide the food since food must be
produced to be consumed. Any
right for one individual which im
poses an unchosen obligation on
other individuals can hardly be
regarded as a moral right. This
point is closely related to the dis
tinction between "public" and
private charity.

Public V5. Private Charity

Charity by its very nature im
plies a voluntary, freely chosen
act. However, the "Right to Food"
resolution involves not private
charity but an involuntary gift of
food (and income) from people
who are not disposed to provide
such aid. The "Right to Food"

resolution involves the use of the
state's power to collect from in
dividuals more than they are will
ing to contribute privately. Any
individual is now free to con
tribute privately as much as he
chooses for domestic and foreign
relief agencies. The "Right to
Food" resolution means, however,
that individuals should be forced
to contribute more to such work
than they freely choose.

Support of legislation to coerce
individuals into performing or
abstaining from particular actions
is inconsistent with the Judaeo
Christian concept of freedom. Blue
Laws, prohibition, and anti-por
nography provide other recent ex
amples of legislation attempting
to coerce individuals into particu
lar modes of behavior. Freedom
involves choice, not necessity, but
means little if man is not free to
choose - to choose good as well as
evil. Thus, it is difficult to under
stand why a religious imprimatur
should be placed on legislation in
tended to coerce individuals into
supporting a particular activity.
Such legislation will inevitably
restrict the individual's freedom
of choice.

The act of supporting legisla
tion affecting income levels on
moral grounds raises a host of
questions - theoretical and prac
tical. Numerous groups, some pre
ponderantly low income (e.g., eld-
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erly) and some preponderantly
high income (e.g., doctors and
lawyers), use or attempt to use
the power of the state to affect
their incomes. What moral basis
can one use to determine whether
the income of a particular individ
ual or group is too high or too
low? The Aristotelian idea of a
"just price," meaning anything
other than the competitive market
price, has long been discredited.
The idea of a "just wage" deter
mined administratively is just as
spurious. The market provides
only the objective basis for deter
mining what the wage of a partic
ular individual should be.

In reality, the incomes of most
groups are influenced by the po
litical process. Decisions to in
crease school teacher salaries or
the level of social security bene
fits for the elderly, for example,
are made in the political arena and
reflect the political power of their
individual constituencies. How
ever, we have no objective basis
apart from market forces for
determining the "just" level of
income for these or any other
groups.

The fact that individuals or
groups have no moral basis for at
tempting to coerce other individ
uals into involuntary acts does not
mean, of course, that the hunger
problem is not worthy of our at
tention as individuals. We cannot

be oblivious to problems of hun
ger and malnutrition within the
U.S. or in less-developed countries.
Private charity is an important
activity and can often playa key
role in alleviating distress. Un
fortunately, the impulse for pri
vate charity and the individual's
concern for his fellow man is be
ing reduced by the progressively
larger role of "public charity."

Right to food resolutions also
have a pernicious effect in foster
ing expectations which, aside from
problems of economic scarcity, are
incapable of being fulfilled. There
is no way to assure everyone the
right to a nutritionally adequate
diet or to insure, as proposed at
the Rome Conference, that "no
human being's future and capaci
ties will be stunted by nutrition."
Nutrition problems exist in all
countries for persons at all income
levels. All parents know that pro
viding the proper food does not
guarantee that a nutritious meal
will be eaten. Interest in "Weight
watchers" and other diet programs
indicates that practical difficulties
associated with eating properly
(even when food is abundant) are
not limited to children.

Alternatives

For most of the world's hungry
people, however, the basic problem
is to obtain enough food. The
question is not whether the plight
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of hungry people should be allevi
ated, but how. If the "Right to
Food" resolution is not the prop
er approach toward alleviating
hunger, what should we as indi
viduals do? There is certainly a
key positive role for private char
ity. Such aid can perform a valu
able role in providing temporary
relief in case of earthquakes,
floods, and other disasters.

Western "imperialism," lack of
resources and weather are being
used as scapegoats by many under
developed countries to hide the
effects of their own mismanage
ment. The advantage of abundant
resources can easily be negated by
government policies (as in Jamai
ca). On the other hand, Hong
Kong, Singapore, South Korea and
Taiwan demonstrate the fact that
resource-poor areas can develop
when economic incentives are pres
ent. The fact that Russian farmers
produce 25 percent of their food
in private plots worked by farmers
in their spare time provides addi
tional evidence of the effect of
economic incentives on output.

The only long-run solution to
low income and hunger is to in
crease the output of the people
involved, since wages depend pri
marily on the productivity of
labor. For a given economic sys
tem, the productivity of labor de
pends on the amount of resources,
including machinery and equip-

ment available to work with. In
creasing the ratio of capital to
labor requires incentives to invest
and produce. Yet, many of the
underdeveloped countries fail to
provide the climate for economic
development, with an overt hostil
ity toward a system of economic
incentives.

Attempts to avoid the "mis
takes" of a market economy
through comprehensive central
planning in "Third World" coun
tries are almost certain to impede
economic development. There are
no short cuts to economic develop
ment or panaceas to solve low
income and hunger problems. Cap
ital formation requires time, and
hasty decisions adversely affect
ing investment by domestic and
foreign investors can affect the
lives of a country's inhabitants
for decades to come. The short
ages, "bottlenecks" in production,
low emphasis on output of con
sumer goods, and the like in Rus
sia and other centrally directed
economies are predictable results
of relying on central control in
stead of the market in organizing
economic activity. The typical per
son has little appreciation of the
way in which the price system of
a market economy provides in
formation to market participants.
For example, the amount of infor
mation required and number of
decisions involved in getting a
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loaf of bread into a consumer's
hands is staggering to contem
plate.

Though charity may alleviate
some temporary distress problems,
the only long-run answer to world
hunger and low income lies funda
mentally within the countries
themselves. Neither private nor
"puhlic" charity is an effective
substitute for basic political and
economic reforms. Good intentions

are not enough. "Right to Food"
resolutions, whether passed or not,
are likely to have a harmful effect
on development efforts, since they
divert attention from the basic
problem. If enacted, such resolu
tions may also impede long-run
development by enabling develop
ing countries. to adopt policies
which discourage capital forma
tion both from within and by for
eign investors. ,

DWIGHT R. LEE AND

ROBERT F. McNoWN

Economic Growth

The Problems
of Halting

ECONOMIC GROWTH is no longer a
universally accepted goal of eco
nomic policy. To be sure there are
still plenty of defenders of eco
nomic growth, but it has become

Messrs. McNown and Lee are Assistant Pro
fessors, Department of Economics, University
of Colorado at Boulder.

This article is based on a chapter from a
book by Professors Lee and McNown, to be
published by Science Research Associates, In
corporated in 1976.

increasingly fashionable to criti
cize continued growth as undesir
able and unsustainable. The debate
surrounding this issue has cen
tered almost entirely on the ques
tion of whether our resource base
is adequate to support the de
nlands of a growing economy.
Without going into detail here,
it is our judgment that historical
evidence and economic analysis re-
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quire that this question be an
swered with a resounding affirma
tive.

The purpose of this paper, how
ever, is to address an important
aspect of the growth versus no
growth debate that has been
largely neglected. There has been
little discussion of the problems
that would be encountered in ac
tually formulating and implement
ing a policy of zero economic
growth. Despite the importance of
these problems in assessing the de
sirability of the no-growth posi
tion, they have been brushed aside
by those pushing for a halt to
economic growth. According to E.
J. Mishan, one of the most articu
late advocates of zero economic
growth (in his words, a steady
state economy) :1

The actual means whereby a
steady-state economy is to be brought
into being - the rationing of raw
materials, the controls on technology,
etc. - and the level of affluence to be
sought are important subjects of
discussion. But in the existing state
of social awareness, they are per
haps premature.... The aim of the
ecologist and environmentalist is not
a no-growth economy per se. It is to
win acceptance by the public at large
of a no-growth society.

1 E. J. Mishan, "Ills, Bads, and Disa
menities: The Wages of Growth," in The
No-Growth Society, eds. M. Olson and
H. H. Landsberg, W. W. Norton and Com
pany, 1973, pp. 81-82.

Why Does Growth Occur?

One may also say it is premature
to feel an urgency to convince the
public of the desirability of a pro
posal until it has been fully
thought through. Certainly a con
sideration of the implementation
and functioning of a zero-growth
economy is crucial in assessing the
overall desirability of such an
economy.

In considering the question of
how growth in the economy is to
be halted, it is wise to ask why
economic growth occurs in the
first place. The motivating force
behind our economic growth has
always been the desjre of individ
uals to improve the economic well
being of themselves and their off
spring. Government policy can
help by creating a stable political
environment, protecting property
rights, and not destabilizing the
economy with inappropriate mone
tary and fiscal policy. But without
individuals seeking to improve
their lot by working, innovating,
saving, and investing, economic
growth would not take place. This
means that achieving a no-growth
society would require denying peo
ple many of the opportunities and
freedoms they now have to im
prove their situation. The question
of how this is to be accomplished
poses problems that are crucial in
assessing the merits and liabilities
of a no-growth economy.
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Certain attributes are desirable
in any economy, whether growing
or not. One of the most important
of these is that our resources be
used as efficiently as possible to
produce those goods and services
most valued by consumers. Cer
tainly this has to be considered an
important attribute to those who
feel that a dwindling resource base
makes halting economic growth an
imperative. Stopping economic
growth clearly shouldn't mean
hal ting technological improve
ments that allow a given set of
consumer desires to be satisfied
with reduced demands on our re
sources. If a no-growth policy re
stricted this technological growth,
it would frustrate the mechanism
that has provided us with a grow
ing usable resource base in the
past and can continue to do so in
the future. And as we are about to
see, the implementation of a no
growth policy is very likely to
hamper technological advances. In
so doing, such a policy would prob
ably hasten the very problems its
advocates claim it will postpone.

Market Allocation

In a market economy the effi
cient use of resources is accom
plished primarily by private pro
ducers responding to prices of
productive inputs and outputs.
Output prices provide information
on consumer preferences, with the

relative price of a good increasing
in response to an increase in con
sumer demand, which in turn
motivates producers to increase
their production of the good.
Prices of productive inputs reflect
their value in their most produc
tive employments in the economy.
Therefore, with producers re
sponding to these input prices in
their attempt to produce as
cheaply as possible, the cost of
producing commodities is kept to
a minimum, with substantial re
wards going to those who can in
novate more efficient ways of pro
ducing. While the market mechan
ism doesn't always work perfectly,
it works better than any other
mechanism yet .conceived.

But without a large amount of
freedom afforded to the individual
to spend his money as he desires,
and to allocate his productive re
sources and talents as he sees fit,
much of the advantage of the mar
ket mechanism is negated. This
brings us face to face with the
problem of how zero economic
growth can be achieved without
obstructing the desirable alloca
tion of our resources among com
peting uses.

How Assure Constant Output?

It 'may seem quite simple to de
sign an effective policy imposing
zero economic growth. The gov
ernment could pass and enforce a
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law requiring the value of produc
tion to remain constant from year
to year. However, some problems
come immediately to mind. First
of all, what mechanism can the
government use to insure that out
put doesn't increase? One possi
bility would be to place quotas on
the quantity of each good to be
produced. If this is done a major
problem is that of determining
which goods should be produced
and in what combination.

As previously discussed, a cru
cial goal of any economy is that
these decisions be made to con
form to consumer preferences.
These preferences vary widely
from individual to individual and
change unpredictably through
time. It takes an extraordinary
amount of information to keep the
productive process responsive to
these consumer preferences. It is
optimistic indeed to hope that any
government agency would be able
to keep abreast of this information
and maintain the desirable pro
duction quota system. Optimism
would require not only tremendous
confidence in the government's
ability to keep current on chang
ing preferences, but also great
faith in its ability to make deci
sions independent of political pres
sures.

Assume, for example, that con
sumers began to sour on the auto
mobile as the almost exclusive

form of personal transportation
and that millions of individuals
decided that bicycles offered a
more desirable alternative. With
production decisions being made
in response to market forces, we
would find a reduction in auto pro
duction as 'auto manufacturers
found fewer people willing to buy
their product at prices that cov
ered their cost. On the other hand,
with increasing numbers of peo
ple willing to spend money on bicy
cles, producers of bicycles would
expand output in response to
higher profits.

Problems of Control

It's hard to imagine this adjust
ment occurring so smoothly if the
decision of auto versus bicycle
production was under the control
of a government agency. Under
these circumstances automobile
manufacturers would find it to
their advantage to invest heavily
in lobbying against any reduction
in their production quotas. They
could come up with any number of
"justifications" for maintaining
high production levels for autos.
Of course, bicycle manufacturers
could, and probably would, lobby
for an increase in their production
quotas; but being much smaller
and less influential politically, they
would have an uphill task getting
their quota enlarged at the ex
pense of the automobile quota. The
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bicycle manufacturers certainly
wouldn't get any help from the oil
industry or the highway lobby,
both of which would take an ac
tive interest in the issue. Mean
while, the consumer, who should
be the important decision-maker,
will hardly be heard from in the
decision-making process.

Extend our example of autos
and bicycles to include razor
blades, running shorts, motor
boats, tennis balls, insect repellent,
shoe repair services, dental repair,
textbooks, soy beans, and the like,
and it is clear that vesting gov
ernment with the authority to de
termine the allowable production
of each conceivahle good and ser
vice would be a frightfully clumsy
and wasteful way to halt economic
growth.

But there are further difficul
ties involved in direct government
control. Once the quota for a good
has been established, decisions as
to which producing units are to
fill that quota would have to be
made. Suppose, for example, that
an individual developed a new
technique for making sleeping
bags, and as a result thought he
could give consumers a better bag
than was currently available and
at a lower price. Operating under
the market mechanism, this indi
vidual could invest his money in
manufacturing and promoting his
sleeping bag. If his assessment of

his bag wasn't consistentwith that
of the consumer, he would soon
find it advantageous to direct his
talents and money elsewhere. On
the other hand, if consumers did
find his sleeping bag preferable to
existing bags, his production and
revenue would expand while the
production and revenue of his com
petitors would fall. Eventually our
innovator's techniques would be
imitated and all producers would
be producing better bags for less,
much to the consumer's benefit.

The Consumer's Interest

If a government agency rather
than the market was responsible
for deciding for each produc~

which firms could expand output
and correspondingly which firms
had to reduce output, it's doubtful
if the interests of the consumer
would be promoted. For practical
purposes it would be impossible
for a government agency to have
the information on changing pro
ductive techniques necessary to
know, for each product, which
firms should be expanding and
which should be contracting. Not
having this information, the
agency would soon find itself rely
ing' on the expertise of the exist
ing firms in each industry in order
to make its decision. Each firm in
an industry would soon learn that
in order to protect or enlarge its
market share, it has to appeal to
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the judgment of the regulatory
agency rather than that of the
consumer. Technological improve
ments and product innovations
would be found less useful to the
aggressive firm than its lobbying
activities and influence with the
right regulators. Unfortunately,
this wouldn't create the type of
environment that a new firm with
an improved product or lower price
will find very hospitable. Well
established firms in the industry
could be expected to use their in
fluence to prevent such intruders
from ever getting their product to
market.

This is more than idle conjec
ture. We unfortunately have had
plenty of experience with govern
ment agencies regulating such
things as market share and entry
in many of our industries. For ex
ample, since the Civil Aeronautics
Board was established in 1938 to
regulate our airline industry, not
one new airline has been permitted
to enter into long haul competition
with the existing airlines.

Another example comes from
the Interstate Commerce Com
mission (ICC), an agency of the
federal government charged with
regulating interstate ground
transportation. In 1961, Southern
Railroad had developed a grain
carrying car that allowed them to
cut their freight rates on grain by
60 percent and requested the ICC

to permit this reduction. It was
estimated that this innovation
would save consumers millions of
dollars annually. Yet the ICC, in
sympathy with barge lines, truck
ing firms, and other railroads, all
of which competed with Southern
Railroad, refused to allow the rate
reduction Southern requested. It
wasn't until 1965, after the case
was nine times before lower fed
eral courts and twice before the
U.S. Supreme Court, that the ICC
quit fighting the rate reduction
and allowed it to go into effect.2

Many other examples could be
given indicating the tendency of
agencies charged with regulating
industries to completely lose sight
of the consumer interest. But by
now our point should be clear. At
tempting to halt economic growth
by controlling the permitted out
put for each good and service
would be inconsistent with the
goal of using our resources as
efficiently as possible to produce a
combination of goods and services
compatible with the preferences
of consumers. The cost of halting
economic growth in this way would
be so high that only the most en
thusiastic no-growth advocate
would find it acceptable.

2 For a more complete discussion of
this (;ase, see Louis M. Kohlmeier, Jr., The
Regulators: Watchdog Agencies & The
Public Interest, Harper & Row, 1969, pp.
121-128.
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Let Consumers Choose,

But Limit Total Income

Having a government agency
decide on the combination of goods
and services to be produced, isn't
the only way zero economic growth
could be imposed. Another possi
bility is to let consumers spend
their incomes as they see fit, but
limit the total income that can be
earned in the economy. This would
seem to have the advantage of al
lowing consumers to decide what
should be produced and encour
aging producers to be innovative
and efficient with their use of re
sources. But, of course, we now
have the problem of controlling in
comes. And, unfortunately, for
this approach, there is a strong
relationship between how consum
ers exercise their preferences for
goods and services and how indi
viduals earn their incomes.

People earn their incomes by
responding to the desires of con
sumers, producing and perfecting
those things on which consumers
are most anxious to spend their
money. As we have already pointed
out, this provides the incentive for
producers to use resources effi
ciently and 'creatively in order to
provide consumers with better
products at lower prices. But peo
ple get rich doing this, and in so
doing they invariably enrich
countless others by creating highly
productive jobs and permitting

consumers to obtain more with less
effort.

So any attempt at controlling
the incomes consumers have to
spend will require strict controls
or strong disincentives against
creative responses to the wishes
of consumers. This doesn't nec
essarily mean that the government
would have to apply direct restric
tions on innovative behavior. A
high enough tax on profits or in
vestment returns could sufficiently
discourage investment in capital
and technological improvements to
be consistent with a no-growth
economy. But whatever the means,
only by discouraging producers
from responding to the consumers'
desire for better products at less
cost will it be possible to prevent
incomes from increasing.

It's hard to see, therefore, where
this approach to controlling eco
nomic growth has eliminated the
disadvantage of direct controls on
output. Both approaches will have
the effect of insulating the actions
of producers from the desires of
consumers.

Reducing Income Mobility

Attempting to control incomes
and dampen investment presents
another, but related, problem. The
necessity of controlling innova
tive responses to consumer prefer
ences means controlling one of the
most important sources of income
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mobility in the economy. Despite
much ridicule of the Horatio Alger
"myth" the evidence indicates a
substantial amount of income mo
bility in the U.S. from one genera
tion to the next.3 There are plenty
of opportunities for the ambitious
and capable individual to become
wealthy even though born into
poverty. Likewise, being born into
wealth is no guarantee that an in
dividual can remain both indolent
and affluent for long. The primary
source of this mobility is that
those who are productive are re
wa-rded while those who are un
productive aren't. Attempts to con
trol income would surely reduce
income mobility in our society
by hampering the mechanism that
produces it. Restricting people's
ability to develop more productive
techniques or train for more pro
ductive employment would restrict
the means by which individuals
have been able to improve their
economic situation. It also re
stricts the competition that forces
those who have achieved economic
success to either remain respon
sive to consumer desires or move
down the economic ladder. With
perhaps a little cynicism, we note
that no-growth advocates are sel-

3 See Peter M. Blau and O. D. Duncan,
The American Occupational Structure,
New York, Wiley, 1967.

dom positioned in the bottom half
of the income distribution.

Designing and enforcing a
policy to halt economic growth
would be a difficult task. If such a
policy were actually imposed, many
of the consequences would be un
fortunate. It would reduce the in
fluence that consumers have on the
choice of what is to be produced.
Coupled with that is the stifling
influence the implementation of
such a policy would have on moti
vations to produce efficiently and
creatively. We would also find a
more regimented society, with far
less chance for the relatively dis
advantaged in society to improve
their situation through ingenuity
and hard work. The likely conse
quence of this calcification of so
ciety would be disruptive social
unrest or the emergence of a caste
system in 'which people knew their
place and accepted it.

If the advocates of eliminating
economic growth feel we are faced
with an imperative, they had bet
ter come to grips with the serious
problem of implementing their
proposals. It is our judgment, how
ever, that they have first failed to
establish the imperative for a no
growth policy, and secondly, have
no positive proposals on how such
an economy could be implemented
without unfortunate consequences.

~



How much Competition

BRIAN SUMMERS

ONE OF THE ARGUMENTS used
against free enterprise is that
there is too much, competition,
that the business world is "dog
eat dog" and "cutthroat." An
other argument used against free
enterprise is that there is too
little competition, that the busi
ness world is dominated by mo
nopolies and oligopolies. Oppo
nents of liberty, it seems, believe
in touching all bases.

Is there too much competition?
Is there too little? How much
should there be?

Let us answer these questions
by examining the more basic
question: What is the meaning of
business competition?

Unfortunately, many peop'le try
to answer· this question by count
ing noses. If a given industry has
many firms, they call it "competi
tive." If an industry has few

Mr. Summers is a member of the staff of the
Foundation for Economic Education.
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firms, they call it "noncompeti
tive."

A Iittle reflection reveals the
shortcomings of this criterion. It
tells us the number of firms in an
industry, but it doesn't tell us
what they are doing. And if a
nose count doesn't tell us what
the firms are doing, it certainly
doesn't tell us if they are com
peting because competition, if it is
to have any meaning, must refer
to actions, not just the number of
contestants.

What, then, is the meaning of
business competition? Well, what
do businessmen do? The answer,
of course, is they try to earn
profits.

And the only way businessmen
can earn profits is by cutting costs
of production, since there is very
little they can do about the selling
prices of their products.

To see this, first consider costs
of production. The businessman
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can choose from a wide variety of
known production processes; he
may even develop a new process.
Clearly, there is much the busi
nessman can do to try to cut his
costs by making more efficient use
of his men, rnaterials, and ma
chines.

Once his products are finished,
however, there is little the busi
nessman can do except· name an
asking price and wait. If people
buy his product, fine. If they don't
- if they prefer. the. products of
his competitors - he has little re
course other than to lower his
asking price, perhaps by offering
rebates.

And who are his competitors?
They are the manufacturers of
identical products, similar prod
ucts and, in fact, all the other
producers who bid for the con
sumer's dollar. Each businessman
must also take into account the
potential competitors who stand
ready to enter his field the mo
ment his profits start to look good.
Thus, General Motors competes
with Ford, Ch~ysler, American
Motors, foreign auto makers, the
manufacturers of motorcycles, bi-

cycles, buses, trains, and airplanes,
the potential manufacturers of
these items, and everyone else who
hopes to win the consumer's ap
proval. The folly in attempting to
count competitors is now apparent:
In a. free market, all businessmen
are competitors.

Free market competition bene
fits everyone. It encourages busi
nessmen to introduce new prod
ucts and make efficient use of
resources. It yields profits to those
who give consumers what they
want and losses to those who don't.
Profits enable efficient producers
to expand production, while losses
stimulate inefficient producers to
ward greater efficiency.

Too much competition? That is
like asking if there is too much
efficiency and not enough waste.
Too little competition? Only when
government licenses, franchises,
and other regulations prevent peo
ple from entering a given field.
How much competition should
there be? Let all people be free
to compete in a market economy,
an economy that offers a fair
field, with no privileges or favors
available from the government. ~

IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

Ludwig von Mises

'rHERE IS in the market economy no other means of acqUIrIng

and preserving wealth than by supplying the masses in the best
and cheapest way with all the goods they ask for.



Eat, Drink, Talk
FRANCIS E. MAHAFFY

BACK IN 1961 I pointed out that
instead of a time of progress and
development for the great conti
nent of Africa, the chains of a far
deeper servitude than that of
colonial rule were being forged
with a "Made in Moscow" or a
"Made in Peking" label attached.1

For twenty-three years I have
lived and worked in Eritrea, now
a province of Ethiopia. I observed
firsthand the changes in that land
from the time shortly after the
Italians were defeated, through
the eleven years of British rule,

The Rev. Mr. Mahaffy served for twenty-three
years as a missionary of the Orthodox Presby
terian Church in Ethiopia and is presently
serving as a home mission pastor north of
Chicago.

1 Essays on Liberty, Vol. IX, Irving
ton-on-Hudson, N.Y.: The Foundation
for Economic Education, 1962, p. 191.
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ten years as a federated state of
Ethiopia, and since 1962 as a
province of Ethiopia.

One day while traveling back
country I stopped in the last tea
shop before entering forty miles of
hot dusty desert. While I was lei
surely drinking tea and eating a
hard biscuit, a man engaged me in
conversation and asked if I wanted
to know the difference between the
Italian colonial rule, the later
British rule (from 1941 to 1'952)
and the subsequent rule of Eritrea
by Ethiopia.

His graphic description of the
three governments appeared to me
to characterize the history not only
of Eritrea but of much of Africa
in recent decades as countries one
by one have been freed from colo
nial rule. Under the Italians, he
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said, the people were commanded
to bet, u'ub, maw-anishin which
translated is, "Eat, drink, don't
talk." Under the British it was
mabetin, ma'ubin, wanish - "Don't
eat, don't drink, talk." Now, under
Ethiopian rule, it is mabetin, ma'
ubin, maw'ani,shin - "Don't eat,
don't drink, don't talk/'

Under Italian rule which began
toward the end of the last century
the Italian immigrants built roads
and a mountain railroad, planted
tropical fruit orchards, raised
cattle and poultry, opened small
factories and garages, built houses
and cities and greatly improved
the economy. To be sure, later un
der Mussolini's Fascist regime
much wealth was poured into the
country to support the ruthless at
tack on Ethiopia in 1935. But
whether for legitimate enterprise
or the illegitimate business of mili
tary conquest, under the Italians
the people generally had enough
to eat and drink, the economy was
healthy, though there was little
freedom of the people to express
themselves.

When the British conquered Eri
trea in 1941, they confiscated as
war booty the large cement fac
tory in Massaw'a and other indus
tries. They had little interest in
the economic development of the
country as they were a temporary
caretaker government. There was
progress in improved civil service,

education, and other areas, but
little economic development. So
many lacked enough to eat and
drink; they suffered from econom
ic depression. Under United Na
tions pressures the British opened
the land to the formation of polit
ical parties.

This new idea was received with
so much enthusiasm that numerous
pro-Ethiopian and pro-independ
ence political parties formed,
armed themselves and began three
years (1949-1952) of intense polit
ical activity. Among their purposes
was to destroy the opposing polit
ical bands, robbing to support
themselves, with one party bent on
the murder of Italians. Travel on
the roads was only in armed con
voy. One political band robbed us
at gun point and then demanded a
future payment of $45 (this was
before the inflation of the 60's and
70's) on pain of death - a payment
we refused to make. Three years
later the bandit chief who set the
price on my head was apprehended
and hanged for multiple murders.

Union with Ethiopia

The fruit of the freedom of
speech was federation with and
later union with Ethiopia (al
though many contend that this did
not represent the true feeling of
the people). Union with Ethiopia
did not improve the economic situ
ation and it greatly diminished the
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freedom to talk. Political favorit
ism and misrule by the Ethiopian
ruling class who were not liked by
the diverse tribes of the province
of Eritrea led to growing discon
tent. Some of the pro-:independence
hands collaborated to form the
Eritrea Liberation Front (ELF).
They were strengthened when
Russia, and later Communist China
(with aid also from the neighbor
ing Arab states) upgraded their
arms, financed the military train
ing of their leaders - and indoc
trinated them in the ideology of
Karl Marx.

The ELF was increasingly com
mitted to the communist philos
ophy, and the same influence was
quietly pervading the educated
classes in Ethiopia proper. Haile
Selassie, a powerful monarch and
skillful diplomat, succeeded in pre
venting overly-ambitious cabinet
members, governors, and other
high-ranking officials from secur
ing too much power by frequently
changing their positions or ap
peasing them with gifts of land.
For many decades as a popular
emperor he held the diverse ele
ments in the country together.

In the late 50's and 60's, against
the counsel of some of his advis
ers, His Imperial Majesty made
official visits to communist coun
tries and invited teachers, tech
nicians, doctors, and many .others
from these lands to Ethiopia. Their

influence, along with that of the
professors of the new· Haile Selas
sie University in Addis, began to
spread through the country. Stu
dents at the University, in the
high schools, and even in the
grades became increasingly com
mitted to the ideology of Karl
Marx. This influence was strong
enough among some military lead
ers to enable them to successfully
overthrow the old regime, execute
many of the former leaders, de
pose the king, and establish a
socialist Ethiopia.

Like Uganda, Angola, Nigeria,
and many other African countries,
Ethiopia has found the road to
the socialist utopia a path strewn
with corpses. Nor has all the blood
shed been the blood of those who
preferred the old order and re
sisted the advance of the socialist
ideal. Five to ten thousand were
reported killed last spring when
the ELF beseiged Asmara, the
capital of Eritrea, and the Ethi
opian army defended it with tanks,
guns, and planes. Far more civil
iansapparently were killed than
were members of the army or of
the ELF'.

Civil War

As is so often the case, two
groups professing the same basic
goals are engaged in a bloody
battle. The ELF describes the
socialist Ethiopian rulers as "Im-
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perialists and Colonialists." With
in the ELF. there have been, as is
the case elsewhere, rival pro-China
and pro-Russia groups. The pro
China branch of the Peoples Lib
eration Front (PLF) is reported
to have suffered a serious defeat
by the ELF some months back. In
Ethiopia thousands of Chinese
Communists have been invited in
recent years to help implement the
new socialist policy and to help
the Ethiopian students educate
the back-country illiterate people
and to establish cooperatives on
the land which has been taken and
redistributed to the peasants.

The official declaration of the
economic policy of the new Ethi
0pia is pure socialism. Major in
dustries and all banks and finan
cial institutions have been nation
alized. A few small businesses are
to be left to private ownership
though under strict government
controls. Even some private schools
and hospitals are to continue for
a while under private control until
the government is able to assume
this responsibility. The official
paper of socialist Ethiopia states:

The basic cause of the economic
exploitation of man by man is the pri
vate ownership of the means of pro
duction. The ownership of the major
means of production by a small sec
tion of the population in a situation
where the vast majority of the popu
lation has nothing but its own labour

power leads to the exploitation of the
many by the few and to a highly un
even distribution of income. The
elimination of exploitation through
the public ownership and control of
the major means of production is
therefore one of the primary goals of
Ethiopian Socialism.2

Ideals and Motives

While it would be naive to be
lieve that pure idealism and not
the ruthless struggle for power is
often the driving motive behind
the leaders of the socialist move
ment, yet it is the ideals that
draw the multitudes to rally to its
banners. The Ethiopian socialist
paper states:

... the major and immediate eco
nomic goal of Ethiopian Socialism
cannot be but the elimination of pov
erty through the development of the
productive forces and the consequent
expansion of production and the pre
vention of exploitation of the Ethi
opian people.3

A leader in the ELF in talking
to Debbie Dortzbach, who was kid
napped by them and held captive
for twenty-six days, said to her,
"We're fighting for peace and con
tentment. When the ELF win our
freedom, Eritreans will have peace
and much more: education, health

2 Declaration of Economic Policy of
Socialist Ethiopia, 1975, p. 4.

3 Ibid. p. 3.
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care, and productive farming. Then
there will be freedom at its best."4
With the savagery of Ethiopian
rule vivid in their minds, the peo
ple of Eritrea generally have ral
lied behind the ELF, making it
extremely difficult for Ethiopia
effectively to rule Eritrea even
with a military victory.

Socialism in Ethiopia, however,
is really not a new idea. There has
been a change in rulers, and the
assets of some wealthy former
rulers have been taken and their
land given to the people; but there
is little change in the idea that
the State is the mother and care
taker of the people.

Some years ago I was arrested
and underwent interrogation by
officers in the Ethiopian army, the
police, and finally by the Criminal
Investigation. One of the charges
against me (the only true one)
was that I had given charity to
some widows and orphans who
were not approved by the State
for private charity. I was repeat
edly told that charity is the work
of the State and if I wanted to
help people, I must give my con
tributions to the governing body
to distribute. (In the U.S. one is
not yet arrested for helping poor
widows and orphans, but charity
is popularly deemed to be the work

4 Karl and Debbie Dortzbach, Kid
napped, Harper & Row, 1975, p. 118.

of the State and not of individuals,
families, and voluntary institu
tions.)

Peace, economic progress, and
freedom, the "Eat, drink, talk" of
my friend in the teashop, is the
goal of most people, even of multi
tudes who profess adherence to
socialist ideology. It is inevitable,
however, that socialism in Africa
or elsewhere is incapable of attain
ing ,these goals. There are a num
ber of reasons for this fact. Social
ism is the rule of men and not of
law. As the Ethiopian socialist
paper puts it:

The Government, because of its
control of the commanding heights of
the economy, can engage in a mean
ingful and effective planning, mar
shalling available resources and gen
erating and directing popular partici
pation to carry out the historic task
of transforming Ethiopia from a land
of poverty into one of prosperity.

The Government can, because it
co~trols the resources, direct all
available resources, both physical
and human.5

Uncertainty Hinders Progress

Where men gain control of their
fellow men, even though their mo
tives should be the highest, the
resultant uncertainty makes plan
ning, investment, and wise eco
nomic decisions impossible. Under

5 Declaration of Economic Policy of
Socialist Ethiopia, 1975, p. 3.
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law which is known by all and en
forced, the individual and entre
preneur can plan for the future.
Where the whim of the man in
charge determines the profits at
tainable by those from whom he
is able to confiscate wealth which
he deems excessive, the very mo
tive for the planning and invest
ment essential to progress and
prosperity is eliminated. Social
ism. can control the economy only
by controlling the people. General
Teferi Banti, the Premier of Ethi
opia, said:

Not only have the masses of farm
ers efficiently organized themselves to
carry out the revolution by wiping
out reactionary forces and feudal
landlords, but they have started to
show their productive capacity by
running collective farms.6

Reactionaries, Le. non-socialists,
must be wiped out. Recently the
new government leaders executed
without trial over sixty former
leaders in Ethiopia, not all of
whom were by any means "right
wing reactionaries."

While there has been little sem
blance of a free press in Ethiopia
in the past, one of the fourteen
activities reserved exclusively for
the State is "Large-scale printing
and publishing."

It is the promise of socialists

6 Christian Anti-Communism Crusade,
Aug. 1, 1975, p. 8.

that under them you will be able
to eat, drink, and talk. This prom
ise of prosperity and freedom lures
many people to its fold. Socialism
cannot deliver what it promises
and instead effects the most strin
gent curb of freedom, thereby as
suring economic distress. In place
of the promised peace, there is war
and conflict. Nor is this only be
tween the opponents of socialism
and the socialists. One of the char
acteristics of socialism is internal
conflict. The conflict between the
Nazi socialists and Russia and be
tween Communist China and Rus
sia are examples of internal strife
between those who follow the
socialist ideology. The Red China
Russian conflict has manifested
itself among the followers of these
rival leaders in Africa.

Socialism Breeds Conflict

Because socialism is an irra
tional system, it is bound to lead
to inner conflicts. Karl Marx de
nied rationality to his opponents,
describing their thinking as that
of the bourgeoisie determined by
their economic environment. There
is no reason why the thinking of
the proletariat, likewise deter
mined by the economic environ
ment, should set the absolute stan
dard by which to judge the think
ing and rationality of another
class, especially in a system which
denies absolutes! The Marxists
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have adopted a system inimical to
production, based on the distribu
tion of what is already produced.
It destroys the freedom that alone
has led to progress, denies God and
His law as the framework under
which man - the creature - must
labor, and replaces God with the
State.· The omnipotent State has
set itself a task impossible of ful
fillment. Since the rule is by men,
not law, blame for the failure is
placed not on the system but on
the men in· power; and so an in
ternal power struggle ensues.

It is inevitable that socialism
will destroy itself because it is a
system designed for a world of
unreality. It has survived this long
largely hecause such capitalist
countries as the United States
have supported it with their
largess. Left to itself, it would
soon amass the evidence that it is
nota viable system. As R. J. Rush
doony well says: "There is no
greater sign of hope today than

our world crises: they witness to
the collapse of the enemy's power
and the impossibility of his world
plan."7

It is time we left the socialist
countries to destroy themselves or,
hopefully, to realize that the fault
lies in their irrational and im
moral system and to turn again to
freedom under God. Perhaps there
is a strong enough remnant of
people in Ethiopia to turn the
nation onto the path of freedom
after the socialists have reached
the end of their rope.

Let us also develop a remnant
in our land strong enough to· turn
us back to a rule of law,honest
money, and freedom under God,
lest we too continue down the
disastrous path of full-blown so
cialism. May we learn the lesson
from the African teashop and
practice the principles that will
enable us to eat, drink, and talk.

7 R. J. Rushdoony, Chalcedon Report,
August, 1975. f)

IDEAS ON

LIBERTY

Majority Rule

THE PRESCRIPTIONS in favor of liberty ought to be leveled against

that quarter where the greatest danger lies, namelY,that which

possesses the highest prerogative of power. But this is not found

in either the Executive or Legislative Department of the Govern

ment, but in the body of the people, operating by the majority

against the minority.
JAMES MADISON
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Robespierre:
The Voice of V irtue

OTTO J. SCOTT is an enviable man.
He spends part of his writing life
exploring the careers of self-start
ing characters who act construc
tively for their country while
pleasing themselves as individuals.
His The Creative Ordeal, published
a year ago, was a thoroughly j us
tified paean to the "wizards" of
the Raytheon company, who re
fined radar, a British invention,
and produced it in sufficient vol
ume to save England and to enable
a crippled U.S. Navy to defeat
Japan. Raytheon, with its M. 1. T.
scientists, was a prime example of
Edmund Burke's "little platoon"
in action in a situation that de
pended on individual initiative
even more than on coordinated
wartime planning.

The other part of Otto Scott's
writing life is spent on dramatiz
ing the evil effects of the Horrible
Example. He is very much con
cerned with the occasional propen
sity of the human race to listen

to fools. He plans biographies of
King James I of England and
President Woodrow Wilson, who,
in his estimation, were strong men
who just couldn't think straight.
The Stuart dynasty never did
learn how to govern England, and
Woodrow Wilson's idea that the
Seychelles Islands could be the
equal of Britain or the U.S. in a
world parliament has led to all the
stupidities that Pat Moynihan has
had to protest. But the biggest
fools of all, in Scott's opinion,
were the men who created the
French Revolution. Scott has chos
en the most despicable of all the
French revolutionaries for his
Robespierre: The Voice 01 Virtue
(Mason and Lipscomb, $9.95).

The French Revolution, of
course, was the antithesis of the
American Revolution, even though
Tom Paine and the Marquis de La
fayette, who took part in both of
them, failed to see it that way un
til it was too late. The American

251
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Revolution was, actually, an armed
struggle fought to defend the tra
ditional claim of the colonists to
the immemorial "rights of En
glishmen."As such, it was a
counter-revolution (the real rev
olutionist being King George
III, who sought to become a dic
tator insofar as his American
"subjects" were concerned). What
Washington, John Adams, Thomas
Jefferson and the rest established
in America was a drastically lim
ited government that provided for
vetoes all over the lot. The small
states could check the big states
in the U.S. Senate; the big states
could have their way in the House
of Representatives. The President
had his veto over both houses of
Congress, and the Supreme Court
could measure all new laws against
the words of the Constitution.
Meanwhile the ninth and tenth
amendments, with some help from
the first, second and fifth, defined
the inalienable rights of states
and individuals.

The French Revolution

There was nothing like this in
France. When King Louis the Six
teenth called for convening the
Estates-General for the first time
in 174 years, he succumbed to the
pamphleteers who demanded that
the Commons should have as many
votes as theelergy and nobility
combined. This insured the crea-

tion of a "Nationa'l Assembly"
that would be unchecked save by a
royal veto. But Louis the Six
teenth, an amiable, thoughtless
man, was not one to fight for re
tention of his veto rights. With
the help of a few renegade 'nobles
and clergymen, the new National
Assembly quickly became a mono
lith. Dominated by small-bore pro
vincial lawyers such as Robes
pierre, the "sea-green incorrupt
ible" from Arras, the Assembly
knew nothing about the require
ments of production or the need
for fiscal sanity. Excess was piled
upon excess. The cities, faced with
starvation, cou'ld not restrain a
maddened populace. Bakers were
taken out and hanged because they
had run out of bread.

It wasn't long before the more
"virtuous" revolutionaries such as
R·obespierre were using their con
trol of an unchecked majority in
the National Assembly to get rid
of "moderates." The Revolution,
with its guillotine, began to "de
vour its children." Danton went.
Marat was assassinated in his
bath by Charlotte Corday. Blood
flowed everywhere. And then, one
fine day, some of the more fright
ened revolutionaries looked at
Robespierre, with his endless pos
turing about total virtue, and real
ized that if they didn't get the "in
corruptible" from Arras first he
would soon he getting them. They
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did what was necessary: Robes
pierre was beheaded, and the stage
was set for the military regime of
Napoleon.

Mr. Scott does not bother to
philosophize; he lets the dramatic
narrative, with all its grisly detail,
convey its ... own lesson. Whether it
all had to happen that way is a
question. If Louis the Sixteenth
had been a stronger man, and if
his Queen, Marie Antoinette, had
had the intelligence of some of the
royal mistresses of earlier French
monarchs, the Estates-General
might have been reconstituted
along English lines, with the
nobles and the clergy occupying
the position of the British House
of Lords. Workable compromises
might have put France, a rich
country, on its feet again, with a
budget more or less in balance and
with taxes equitably levied.

Emphasis on Equality

The French went wrong in 1789
because they made the fundamen
tal mistake of equating freedom
with equality. The only equality in
the world is equal judgment in the
sight of God. Men are not gods;
they have no business trying to
put each and every individual into
the bed of an equalitarian Pro
crustes.

Burke said it all in his Reflec
tions on the Revolution in France.
We ought to suspend our judgment

on the spirit of liberty, he said,
until we see how it works out in
action in a specific context. Burke
refused to endorse the French
Revolution on the basis of abstrac
tions. He wanted to know how the
"new liberty of France . . . had
been combined with g'Overnment;
with public force; with the disci
pline and obedience of armies;
with the collection of an effective
and well-distributed revenue; with
morality and religion; with the
solidity of property; with peace
and order; with civil and social
manners." All these, he said, were
good things, too.

The "new liberty" of France
took no C'ognizance of the Burkean
caveats. And so all the "good
things" enumerated by Burke
were sacrificed to a grand abstrac
tion.

Otto Scott's story makes some
thing of Mirabeau's effort to write
a new constitution for France
based on the English system. This
would have been in accord with
Montesquieu's idea of checks and
balances. But in the heady atmos
phere of the time the National As
sembly, as the voice of the "peo
ple," did not propose yielding some
of its powers to an upper chamber
or to a royal veto. Years later John
Calhoun of South Caro'lina, in his
great Disquisition on Government,
put his finger on the French mis
take. Government must be limited
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or Equality, as defined by 51 per
cent of the people, will murder the
liberty of 49 per cent. Without
vetoes democracy runs to tyranny.
A good thought for our Bicenten
nial.

~ THINKING ABOUT CRIME by
James Wilson. New York: Basic
Books, 1975, 231 pp. $10.

Reviewed by Haven Bradford Gow

JAMES WILSON, a Professor of
Government at Harvard Univer
sity, is concerned· about the fash
ionable cant and nonsense that is
revealed in our thinking about,
and attempts to cope with, crime.
For example: During the past dec
ade legal scholars have been en
gaged in an intense debate over
the evidentiary rules governing
search and seizure, police interro
gations, and the taking of confes
sions. Professor Wilson concedes
that this debate has illuminated
some interesting legal and philo
sophical issues, but thinks. the de
bate has a hollow ring when re
called in the 'context of what ac
tually happens in a police station
house. Professor· Wilson has done
the much-needed research ;,he finds
that most persons arrested for
such crimes as robbery and burg
lary have been arrested under cir
cumstances in which no confession

is needed, no searches have to be
conducted, and no . police interro
gations are required. Most robbers
and burglars are caught in the
very act. Also, there often are wit
nesses to testify or stolen property
that can be identified; and most of
those who are captured,far from
desiring to ensure that they may
remain silent behind constitution
ally protected rights, want very
much to talk so that they might
lighten their sentences.

The Harvard University profes
sor is also disturbed about the
view that "Crime and drug addic
tion can only be dealt with by at
tacking their root causes." He re
sponds that he has yet to see a
"root cause," and that he has yet
to encounter a government pro
gram that has successfully at
tacked it, at least with respect to
those social problems that ema
nate from human volition rather
than technological malfunction.
But more importantly, he finds
that the demand for causal solu
tions is really an excuse for de
ferring action.

Professor Wilson also explodes
the popular myth that poverty
causes crime. During the 1960's it
became fashionable to contend
that if weasa society were to re
duce crime, we had to eliminate
poverty, increase educational op
portunities, eliminate bad housing,
encourage community organiza-
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tion, and furnish counseling serv
ices to troubled and delinquent
youth. It was a confident assump
tion of high-level Kennedy and
Johnsonadministration officials
that economic prosperity would
lead to a sharp reduction of crime.
Thus an avalanche of programs
aimed at the poor, young and de
prived were developed and imple
mented.

But crime soared. Indeed, crime
rose ata faster rate, and to high
er levels than at any time .since
the 1930's and, in some categories,
to higher levels than any previous
ly experienced in this country. The
decade of the 1960's began with a
sense of 'contentment and opti
mism; but this sense of content
ment· and optimism was shattered,
not only by crime but by riots and
war as well.

To the contention that "Men
steal because they are poor and de
prived," Professor Wilson re~

sponds: "There is more crime in
most poor neighborhoods than in
most well-off ones, but even in poor
communities most people do not
steaL" Moreover, "crime rose the
fastest in this country at a time
when the number of persons living
in poverty or squalor was declin
ing." And to the popular assertion
that the increase in crime results
from population changes, the au
thor replies: "Crime in our cities
has increased far faster than the

number of young people, or poor
people, or black people, or j list
plain people who live in those cit
ies. In short, objective conditions
alone, whether demographic or
economic, cannot account for the
crime increases, though they no
doubt contributed to it." Far more
accurate to contend, as Professor
Wilson does, that the increase of
crime emanates from forces diffi
cult to define and impossible to
measure scientifically : namely, the
destruction of community and our
attitudes·, ideas and values.

Implicit in much of the fashion
able misconception regarding
crime and criminals, contends Pro
fessor Wilson, are frequently
naive and unacknowledged as
sumptionsabout human nature.
To contend that poverty causes a
person to become a criminal is to
assume that man does not possess
free will, that he lacks the inher
ent capacity to transcend his en
vironment. To believe that human
beings will become virtuous once
they· have attained social and eco
nomic success is to deny the com
mon-sense recognition that wicked
people exist. "Some persons will
shun crime even if we. do nothing
to deter them," observes the Har
vard University professor, "while
others will seek it out even if we
do everything to reform them."
Evil men and women exist; and
nothing avails except to set these
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evil persons apart from innocent
persons. "And many people, nei
ther wicked nor innocent, but
watchful, dissembling, or calculat
ing of their opportunities," con
cludes Professor Wilson in his
clearly-written and well-argued
work, "ponder our reaction to
wickedness as a cue to what they
might profitably do. We have tri
fled with the wicked, made sport
of the innocent, and encouraged
the calculators. Justice suffers, and
so do we all."

~ PROPERTY IN A HUMANE
ECONOMY edited by Samuel L.
Blumenfeld (LaSalle, IL: Open
Court, 1974) 265 pages plus index,
$10.00 hardcover, $3.50 softcover.

Reviewed by Brian Summers

THIS VOLUME consists of thirteen
essays delivered at several sym
posia sponsored by the Institute
for Humane Studies. The contrib
utors - F. A. Harper, Carl F. H.
Henry, Leopold Kohr, James W.

Wiggins, James A. Sadowsky,
Murray N. Rothbard, Arthur
Kemp, Louis M. Sp·adaro, Sylves
ter Petro, Georrge 1. Mavrodes,
Edwin G. Dolan, James M. Smith,
Israel M. Kirzner - consider such
questions as:

What is the connection between
property and freedom? Is private
property theft? Can scarcity be
eliminated by redistributing prop
erty? Are property rights the cre
ation of law? If God owns every
thing, can people own anything?
Can an individual·own himself?

The authors represent a wide
spectrum of professions, approach
es, and points of view. They differ
on many questions, including the
precise definitions of ownership
and prOpBrty. However, they unite
in their belief that the institution
of private property is crucial to a
humane .society.

Property in a Humane Economy
is being distributed by the Insti
tute for Humane Studies, 1177
University Drive, Menlo Park,
Calif. 94025. ~
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